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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Surveillance of population groups is not a new phenomenon in liberal regimes and the series of scandals surrounding the surveillance programmes of the National Security Agency (NSA) in the US and the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GHCQ) only reminds us of the recurrence of transgressions and illegal practices carried out by intelligence services. However, the scale of surveillance revealed by Edward Snowden should not be simply understood as a routine practice of intelligence services. Several aspects emerged from this series of revelations that directly affect EU citizens’ rights and EU institutions’ credibility in safeguarding those rights.

First, these revelations uncover a reconfiguration of surveillance that enables access to a much larger scale of data than telecommunications surveillance of the past. Progress in technologies allows a much larger scope for surveillance, and platforms for data extraction have multiplied.

Second, the distinction between targeted surveillance for criminal investigation purposes, which can be legitimate if framed according to the rule of law, and large-scale surveillance with unclear objectives is increasingly blurred. It is the purpose and the scale of surveillance that are precisely at the core of what differentiates democratic regimes from police states.

Third, the intelligence services have not yet provided acceptable answers to the recent accusations directed at them. This raises the issue of accountability of intelligence services and their private-sector partners and reinforces the need for a strengthened oversight.

In light of these elements, the briefing paper starts by suggesting that an analysis of European surveillance programmes cannot be reduced to the question of a balance between data protection versus national security, but has to be framed in terms of collective freedoms and democracy (section 1). This section underlines the fact that it is the scale of surveillance that lies at the heart of the current controversy.

The second section of this paper outlines the main characteristics of large-scale telecommunications surveillance activities/capacities of five EU member states: the UK, Sweden, France, Germany and the Netherlands (section 2). This section reveals in particular the following:

- Practices of so-called ‘upstreaming’ (tapping directly into the communications infrastructure as a means to intercept data) characterise the surveillance programmes all the selected EU member states, with the exception of the Netherlands for which there is, to date, no concrete evidence of engagement in large-scale surveillance.
- The capacities of Sweden, France and Germany (in terms of budget and human resources) are low compared to the magnitude of the operations launched by GCHQ and the NSA and cannot be considered on the same scale.
- There is a multiplicity of intelligence/security actors involved in processing and exploiting data, including several, overlapping transnational intelligence networks dominated by the US.
- Legal regulation of communications surveillance differs across the member states examined, but in general legal frameworks are characterised by ambiguity or loopholes as regards large-scale communications surveillance, while national oversight bodies lack the capacity to effectively monitor the lawfulness of intelligence services’ large scale interception of data.

This empirical analysis furthermore underlines the two key issues remaining unclear given the lack of information and the secretive attitude of the services involved.
in these surveillance programmes: what/who are the ultimate targets of this surveillance exercise, and how are data collected, processed, filtered and analysed?

The paper then presents modalities of action at the disposal of EU institutions to counter unlawful large-scale surveillance (section 3). This section underlines that even if intelligence activities are said to remain within the scope of member states’ exclusive competences in the EU legal system, this does not necessarily mean that member states’ surveillance programmes are entirely outside the remits of the EU's intervention. Both the European Convention on Human Rights and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights could play a significant role here, especially given the fact that, from a legal point of view, EU surveillance programmes are incompatible with minimum democratic rule-of-law standards and compromise the security and fundamental human rights of citizens and residents in the EU. The forthcoming revision of Europol’s legal mandate appears to be a timely occasion to address the issue of EU competence and liability in sharing and exploiting data generated by national large-scale surveillance operations and to ensure greater accountability and oversight of this agency’s actions.

The briefing paper concludes that a lack of action at the EU level would profoundly undermine the trust and confidence that EU citizens have in the European institutions. A set of recommendations is outlined, suggesting potential steps to be taken by the EU and directed in particular at the European Parliament.
INTRODUCTION

Scope of the problem

Following the revelations of Edward Snowden, a former contractor working for the US National Security Agency (NSA), published in The Guardian and the Washington Post on 6 June 2013, concerning the activities of the NSA and the European services working with them, it appears that:

- First, the US authorities are accessing and processing personal data of EU citizens on a large scale via, among others, the NSA’s warrantless wiretapping of cable-bound internet traffic (UPSTREAM)\(^1\) and direct access to the personal data stored in the servers of US-based private companies such as Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Apple, Facebook and Skype\(^2\) (PRISM). This allows the US authorities to access both stored communications as well as to perform real-time collection on targeted users, through cross-database search programmes such as X-KEYSCORE.\(^3\) UPSTREAM, PRISM and X-KEYSCORE are only three of the most publicised programmes and represent the tip of the iceberg of the NSA’s surveillance.\(^4\)

- Second, the UK intelligence agency, the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), has cooperated with the NSA and has initiated actions of interception under a programme code-named TEMPORA. Further reports have emerged implicating a handful of other EU member states (namely Sweden, France and Germany) that may be running or developing their own large-scale internet interception programmes (potentially the Netherlands), and collaborating with the NSA in the exchange of data.

- Third, EU institutions and EU member state embassies and representations have been subjected to US-UK surveillance and spying activities. The European Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) recently received testimony on how the UK GCHQ infiltrated the systems of Belgacom in what was codenamed ‘Operation Socialist’ to gain access to the data of the European institutions.\(^5\) A letter from Sir Jon Cunliffe, the UK Ambassador to the EU, stated that the GCHQ chief would not appear (at the hearing) since “the activities of intelligence services are... the sole responsibility of EU member states.”\(^6\)

The questions opened by these NSA activities and the European services working with them directly affect the EU institutions and necessitate a specific inquiry by the European Parliament, given that these matters clearly affect EU affairs and interact with EU competence.

---

\(^1\) The UPSTREAM programme was revealed as early as 2006, when it was discovered that the NSA was tapping cable-bound internet traffic in the very building of the SBC Communications in San Francisco. See “AT&T Whistle-Blower’s Evidence”, Wired, 17 May 2006 (http://bit.ly/17oUqIG).

\(^2\) Through the NSA’s programme Planning Tool for Resource Integration, Synchronisation, and Management (PRISM).

\(^3\) The Guardian, 7 June 2013 and 8 June 2013.

\(^4\) Other high-profile NSA electronic surveillance programmes include: Boundless Informant, BULLRUN, Fairview, Main Core, NSA Call Database and STELLARWIND.

\(^5\) In a post published on 20 September 2013, Spiegel journalists who had access to Snowden documents stated: “According to the slides in the GCHQ presentation, the attack was directed at several Belgacom employees and involved the planting of a highly developed attack technology referred to as a ‘Quantum Insert’ (QI). It appears to be a method with which the person being targeted, without their knowledge, is redirected to websites that then plant malware on their computers that can then manipulate them.” (See www.spiegel.de/international/europe/british-spy-agency-gchq-hacked-belgian-telecoms-firm-a-923406.html).

Beyond the specific case of the attacks against the EU institutions, these secret operations impact, first, the daily life of all the individuals living inside the European Union (citizens and permanent residents) when they use internet services (such as email, web browsing, cloud computing, social networks or Skype communications – via personal computers or mobile devices), by transforming them into potential suspects. Second, these operations may also influence the fairness of the competition between European companies and US companies, as they have been carried out in secret and imply economic intelligence; third, some governments of the EU were kept unaware of these activities while their citizens were subject to these operations. An inquiry is therefore central and needs to be supported by further in-depth studies, in particular in the context of EU developments in the area of rule of law.

In addition to the fact that these operations have been kept secret from the public, from companies and branches of governments affected by them (with the possible exception of the intelligence communities of some European countries), the second salient characteristic of these operations is their ‘large-scale’ dimension, which changes their very nature, as they go largely beyond what was previously called ‘targeted surveillance’ or a non-centralised and heterogeneous assemblage of forms of surveillance.7 These operations now seem to plug in intelligence capacities on these different forms of surveillance via different platforms and may lead to data-mining and mass surveillance. The different interpretations of what constitutes large-scale surveillance are discussed in details below.

A large part of the world’s electronic communications transiting through cables or satellites, including increasingly information stored or processed within cloud computing services (such as Google Drive or Dropbox for consumers; Salesforce, Amazon, Microsoft or Oracle for businesses) i.e. petabytes of data and metadata, may become the object of interception via technologies put in place by a transnational network of intelligence agencies specialised in data collection and led by the NSA. The NSA carries out surveillance through various programmes and strategic partnerships.8 While the largest percentage of the internet traffic is believed to be collected directly at the root of the communications infrastructure, by tapping into the backbone of the telecommunications networks distributed around the world, the recent exposure of the PRISM programme has revealed that the remaining traffic is tapped through secret data collection and data extraction of nine US-based companies: Microsoft, Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Paltalk, Youtube, Skype, AOL and Apple.9 The surveillance programmes therefore imply not only governments and a network of intelligence services, but they work through the ‘forced’ participation of internet providers as a hybrid system, as part of a Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) whose consent is limited.

On the basis of the provisions of the US Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), the NSA, with an annual ‘certification’ of the FISA court, can target any non-US citizen or non-US legal resident located outside the territory of the US for surveillance.10 These data, once intercepted, are filtered and the suspicious ones are retained for further purposes by the NSA and GCHQ. The stored data can then be aggregated with other data, and be searched via specifically-designed programmes such as X-KEYSCORE.

Furthermore, internet access providers in the US (but also in Europe) are under the

---


10 See section 702 of the FISA Act (http://bit.ly/1gEIXF5).
obligation to keep their data for a certain period, in order to give law enforcement agencies the possibility to connect an IP address with a specific person under investigation. The legal obligations concerning access to data and privacy law derogations vary for the internet providers and the intelligence services, depending on the nationality of the persons under suspicion.

This has very important consequences for the European citizen using cloud computing or any internet service that transits through the US cable communications systems (possibly all internet traffic) on various levels:

- At present, the debate in the US on PRISM has centred on the right of American citizens to be protected from illegitimate purposes of data collection by NSA and other US intelligence agencies, with a focus on the US Patriot Act and FISA reforms. But the debate has been confined to US citizens in the context of US institutions and Constitutional frameworks. The implications for EU citizens need to be addressed too.

- As explained in a previous study by Caspar Bowden,¹¹ it is quite clear that European citizens whose data are processed by US intelligence services are not protected in the same way as US persons under the US Constitution in terms of guarantees concerning their privacy. Consequently the data of European data subjects are ‘transferred’ or ‘extracted’ without their authorisation and knowledge, and a legal framework offering legal remedies does not currently exist.

Under European law, the individual owns his/her own data. This principle is central and protected by the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and the Treaty on the European Union. This aspect raises important legal issues that will be tackled in section 3 of this study: Can we consider unauthorised access to data as ‘theft’ (of correspondence)? Currently, channels permitting lawful search exist, such as the EU-US Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAA), which covers criminal investigations and counter-terrorism activities. However, in light of recent revelations, have the US services and their European member state partners followed the rules of this agreement? Moreover, and contrary to the US legislation, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights requires data protection for everyone, not just EU citizens. The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) also guarantees the right to privacy for everyone not just nationals of contracting parties. Thus the overall framework of the right to privacy and data protection in the EU cannot be limited to EU citizens alone. However, protection arising from national constitutions could be also limited.

To solve this profound inequality of treatment, it would require either a change of US laws offering the same privacy rights to any data subject intercepted by their systems, regardless of their nationality, or an international treaty specifying a digital bill of rights concerning all data subjects, whatever their nationality.

The structure of the study

The study starts by shedding light on the Snowden’s revelations and highlights to what extent we are witnessing a reconfiguration of surveillance that enables access to a much larger scale of data than telecommunication surveillance of the past. ‘Large-scale’ surveillance is at the heart of both a scientific controversy about what the different technologies of interception of digital messages can do when they are organised into platforms and planning tools in terms of the integration of data, and a political and ethical controversy about the use of these technologies by the intelligence services. The two controversies are often interwoven by the different actors in order to argue over the legitimacy of such practices.

These preliminary remarks are critical for the second part of the study that deals with a comparative approach to European programmes of surveillance. Since the publication of the first revelations on the US PRISM programme, disclosures and allegations relating to large-scale surveillance activities by EU member states have emerged as a result of both the Snowden leaks and wider investigative journalism. Section 2 draws on a country-by-country overview of large-scale telecommunications surveillance activities/capacities of five EU member states: the UK, Sweden, France, Germany and the Netherlands (set out in Annex 1 of this study). The section draws a set of observations concerning the technical features, modalities and targets pursued by the intelligence services of these EU member states in harvesting large-scale data, and examines the national and international actors involved in this process and the cooperation between them. It highlights the commonalities, divergences and cross-cutting features that emerge from the available evidence and highlights gaps in current knowledge requiring further investigation.

These empirical examples are followed by an investigation of modalities of actions at the disposal of EU institutions concerning large-scale surveillance (section 3). This section tackles the EU competences concerning NSA surveillance programmes and general oversight over EU member state programmes of surveillance. It assesses the relationship between surveillance programmes and EU competence, employing three legal modalities of action to critically examine EU surveillance programmes from an EU law viewpoint.

The study concludes with a set of recommendations addressed to the European Parliament with the aim of contributing to the overall conclusions and the next steps to be drawn from the LIBE Committee’s inquiry.

**Methodological note**

The exercise of piecing together the extent of large-scale surveillance programmes currently conducted by selected EU member states is hampered by a lack of official information and restricted access to primary source material. The empirical evidence gathered for the purpose of this study and presented in Annex 1 therefore relies on three broad forms of evidence:

1. **The reports and testimonies of investigative journalists.** Much of the publicly available evidence covering EU member states’ engagement in mass surveillance-like activities stems from revelations of investigative journalists and their contacts with whistleblowers – current or former operatives of intelligence agencies. Press reports are in some cases very concrete in their sources (e.g. quoting from specific internal documents), while others are more ambiguous. Where possible we provide as much information concerning the journalistic sources used in this study; however, a cautious approach must be taken to material that researchers have not viewed first hand.

2. The **consultation and input of experts via semi-structured interviews and questionnaires.** Experts consulted for this study include leading academic specialists whose research focuses on the surveillance activities of intelligence agencies in their respective member states and its compatibility with national and European legal regimes.

3. **Official documents and statements.** Where possible, the study makes reference to official reports or statements by intelligence officials and government representatives which corroborate/counter allegations concerning large-scale surveillance by intelligence services of EU member states.
1. Controversy between the actors about the scale of the problem

KEY FINDINGS

- The PRISM scandal in the US and disclosures by Edward Snowden only serve to recall the recurrence of transgressions and illegal practices carried out by intelligence services.

- Surveillance of individuals or groups is not a new phenomenon in liberal regimes. It is the purpose and the scale of surveillance, however, that fundamentally differentiate democratic regimes and police states.

- Intelligence services have adopted several strategies to avoid the accusation of privileging security over liberty.

- There is a growing consensus that the attitudes of the NSA and the GCHQ, as well as other secret services in Europe, are no longer acceptable in a democratic society.

- Therefore, the analysis of European surveillance programmes cannot be reduced to the question of a balance between data protection versus national security, but has to be framed in terms of collective freedoms and democracy.

A scientific controversy, which has central implications in terms of politics and ethics in democracy, revolves around the idea that large-scale surveillance has to be contained. It implies a discussion about the role of technological developments historically and the use of these technologies in the service of intelligence services. These questions tackle the legitimacy of such operations, their impact in terms of data protection, privacy and discrimination between individuals. They also affect the question of the structure of democracy and collective freedoms. Therefore the key question is: What nature, scale and depth of surveillance can be tolerated in and between democracies?

The objective of this note is not to take sides or to arbitrate who is telling the truth in these controversies, as the time constraint make it impossible to have a clear view of what is knowledge and what are allegations.12

This is why it is important to take into account the methodological note set out in the introduction outlining the limits of the knowledge accumulated and to acknowledge the speculative part of the argument. Nevertheless, these limits, once accepted, do not hamper the possibility for the note to propose as a main objective to find solutions that can be accepted despite the discrepancy between these strongly opposing interpretations.

This study suggests that the controversy over large-scale harvesting of data has to be understood along a continuum of intelligence services activities: 1) counter-terrorism activities that follow a criminal justice logic, 2) counter-terrorism activities that try to monitor the future by profiling suspects, 3) cyber-spying activities that target specific groups in a military strategic approach and 4) electronic mass surveillance activities carried out without clear objectives.

We aim to devise a ‘red-line’ approach that would be accepted by all the actors involved. The actors would agree not to cross this line in the future, to fully respect

democratic rules, while pursuing their mission of protection against crime and terrorism.

1.1. Large scale electronic surveillance in democracies: compatibility or not?

The characteristics of large-scale electronic surveillance differ in many ways from traditional intelligence activities. This section aims at highlighting how the possibilities opened up by the ever-increasing digitalisation of human activity redefine the scale of surveillance, its rationale and its underlying logic.

1.1.1. Surveillance, Intelligence services and democracy

Surveillance of certain population groups is not a new phenomenon in liberal regimes. Specific groups of individuals have often been targeted by intelligence services, because they were suspected of conducting criminal activities (including political violence). Even if democratic regimes have not gone as far as authoritarian ones, whose intelligence bodies spy systematically on their own populations in order to detect dissent in political opinions in the name of a doctrine based on the idea of ‘enemies within’ (such as the STASI in the former Democratic Republic of Germany, the Securitate in Romania or the UDBA in former Yugoslavia), they still have a history of large-scale surveillance.

It is precisely the purposes and the scale of surveillance that differentiates democratic regimes from police states. Even if there have been transgressions in the past, intelligence services in democratic regimes in principle do not collect data in mass on large groups of the population, and if surveillance is undertaken of specific individuals, it is on the ground that collection of data is deemed necessary to detect and prevent violent actions in the making, not to gather information on life styles or political opinions. At least this has worked as a kind of ‘agreement’, a shared understanding between the State and the citizens, which is well captured in this quote:

Our government in its very nature, and our open society in all its instinct, under the Constitution and the Bill of Rights automatically outlaws intelligence organizations of the kind that have developed in police states.13

Nevertheless, when the ramparts against full surveillance are not checked regularly, they may stop operating. In the name of the development of high technologies and their use by ‘enemies’, intelligence services have crossed these boundaries in the pursuit of their missions. This is frequently accompanied by a redefinition of who is the enemy (or the suspect) and how far s/he has already infiltrated the territory, which overstretches the notion of national security. In a democracy, however, the separation of power exists, and the excess of intelligence services have been regularly denounced when their unlawful activities, often concealed behind a veil of secrecy that characterises intelligence-led policing, have been uncovered.

The PRISM scandal in the US and the recent revelations by Edward Snowden only remind us of the recurrence of wrongdoings and illegal practices in ‘targeted surveillance’ carried out by intelligence services as well as the resistance of the political authorities to recognise that the services went too far. In the past and prior to PRISM et al., US authorities have been condemned on numerous occasions for the surveillance and infiltration of large groups of individuals by law enforcement authorities. Activists in the civil rights movement and the Communist Party of the United States were the targets of the 1950s and the anti-war movement in the 1960s and the 1970s. Secret

14 Even if we acknowledge that PRISM is only a small programme within the broader NSA programmes of surveillance, and that other meaningful programmes have been exposed – such as XKeyscore, we will keep ‘PRISM et al.’ as a generic reference to designate NSA programmes to ensure clarity.
programmes were in place with an extensive use of informants, intercepted mail and phone calls and engineered break-ins. COINTELPRO in the late 1950s, CHAOS and MINARET in the 1960s and 1970s were all recognised as unlawful surveillance programmes and specific rules have been elaborated to protect US citizens from this political surveillance.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) court was specifically designed in 1978 to counterbalance the intelligence powers and to give the judiciary the power to oversee alleged ‘foreign intelligence’ activities, especially if they were affecting fundamental rights of US citizen. As detailed elsewhere, this court has constantly seen its powers undermined, even more so after 9/11 and the launch of the war on terror. The court’s scope is also limited to the protection of US citizens, and does not include non-US persons even though the latter are also the victims of unlawful surveillance. The current PRISM and other NSA activities and their relationship to other intelligence services and private companies in the US further illustrates the limitations of powers of the judiciary over intelligence activities, as well as the difficulty to implement parliamentary oversight over such activities, including the participation of private actors having a global reach in surveillance.

In Europe, a series of scandals emerged when the practices of undercover policing and surveillance of political parties endangered civil liberties, but they were more connected with infiltrations and undercover operations than mass surveillance. In Spain the creation of the GAL (Grupos Antiterroristas de Liberación) to fight ETA ended up, after many years of procedure, with the condemnation of the former Minister of Interior and his imprisonment in 1996. In France, the Renseignements Généraux were threatened to be shut down after a series of illegal activities involving illegal phone-taps and the presumed assassination of a gay activist in the 1990s, the Pasteur Doucé. More recently, in June 2013, Luxembourg’s Prime Minister Juncker officially announced he would resign following a spying scandal, involving the illegal bugging of politicians.

By the late 1990s, the need for oversight of intelligence activities by parliamentary or judicial authorities has progressively been widely accepted, but not without difficulties. French intelligence services only recently agreed to an external procedure of control. The Renseignements Généraux have partly survived under the DCRI, but their missions have been re-oriented. These services always insisted that they either focused on very specific cases connected with spying or political violence, or that they were only undertaking better ‘opinion polls’ than the researchers and private companies providing similar ‘services’. As detailed later in this study, the specificity of large-scale surveillance considerably challenges these supposedly reassuring statements and raises the question of the connections between the services in charge of anti-terrorism and the services in charge of collecting data for large-scale surveillance.

The ‘war on terror’ launched after the events of 9/11 somehow shook the fragile consensus according to which democracies do not carry out mass surveillance and any surveillance activities should be subject to some form of oversight. In the US, and to a lesser degree in Europe, a series of programmes have been initiated, in secret, using all existing resources of modern information technology. The possibilities of surveillance have increased at the same pace of the increase of data availability. Regular increases in bandwidth have enabled new uses of the Internet, such

---

17 DCRI (Central Directorate of Interior Intelligence) is the French government agency responsible for counter-espionage and counter-terrorism. It will soon to be replaced by the General Direction of Interior Security (DGSI).
as mass storage and processing of personal, private and governmental data through cloud computing. The development of mobile computing devices (e.g. smartphones and tablets) has similarly provided a wealth of new geo-localised, personal information.

Each time a scandal occurs, as in the Swift and Terrorist Finance Tracking Programme (TFTP) scandals and their repercussions in EU-US relations,\textsuperscript{18} the demand for an oversight of intelligence activities by parliamentary and/or judicial authorities gains more legitimacy. Clearly the modalities of oversight remain challenging and their implementation highly problematic, because surveillance programmes are often transnational and have a global reach, but also because of the ability of these services to cloak their activities with a veil of secrecy (the ‘classified information’ argument). The alleged difficulty to draw the line between the interests of the State, those of a specific government or of a specific political group (when these are not purely private interests) only adds to the current problem.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, when the programmes are using world-wide surveillance on citizens of other states, without the knowledge of these citizens, and even sometimes without the knowledge of their governments, the question is no longer one of data protection and the privacy of an individual versus the state, it becomes a question of democracy itself where systematic surveillance of a ‘mass’ of people may undermine the regime, while arguing that it is for its protection (see section 3).

1.1.2. Large scale surveillance and mass surveillance: what is at stake?

This note insists on the difference that exists between the scale and depth of the programmes that are connected to PRISM et al. and the programmes previously undertaken in counter-terrorism and counter-spying. What has to be questioned here is the possible transformation of large-scale surveillance into what can be called a ‘cyber-mass surveillance’ that enables access without warrant to a much larger scale of data than telecommunications surveillance of the past, such as ECHELON.

Ironically, it was the European Parliament’s inquiries about NSA’s ECHELON programme in 2000 and 2001 that already revealed that surveillance programmes capable of interception and content inspection of telephone calls, fax, e-mail and other data traffic globally through the interception of communication bearers including satellite transmission were in place.\textsuperscript{20} As reported to the European Parliament by the then whistle-blower Duncan Campbell, ECHELON was one part of a global surveillance system involving cooperation of satellite stations run by the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.\textsuperscript{21} Concern was aroused in particular by the assertion in Campbell’s report that


ECHELON had moved away from its original purpose of defence against the Eastern bloc and was being used for purposes of industrial espionage.\textsuperscript{22}

Other US programmes that were denounced by watchdogs can be mentioned, such as CAPPS I & II (Computer-Assisted Passenger Pre-Screening System) and US-Visit related Personal Name Records (PNR), which gather personal information from unidentified government databases as well as commercial data sources to set up no-fly and terrorist watch lists; NIMD (Novel Intelligence from Massive Data), an initiative of the secretive intelligence community’s Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA), which focuses on ‘massive data’; and MATRIX (Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange), a state-level programme supported by the US Department of Justice. MATRIX aims to give state law-enforcement agencies across the United States a powerful new tool for analysing the personal records of both criminals and ordinary Americans. According to an article published in the Washington Post, the programme "would let authorities (...) instantly find the name and address of every brown-haired owner of a red Ford pickup truck in a 20-mile radius of a suspicious event".\textsuperscript{23}

This reminder of such surveillance programmes and the intelligence activities they authorised sheds a particular light over the Snowden revelations. Two main aspects should be underlined here: PRISM et al. should not be considered as an abrupt departure from past practices (even though their magnitude is quite unique), nor as an isolated set of initiatives, as many other parts of the world develop similar programmes, as described in section 2.

A series of programmes have been initiated, using all existing resources of the Internet, both in the US and in Europe, after 2004 with the development of integrated platforms, the breaking of software encryption keys and the development of new software that permits the routine filtering, visualising and correlating unprecedented amounts of data and metadata. These new resources for surveillance, the widespread use of smart phones and the development of cloud computing have blurred the line between ‘targeted surveillance’ – justified by the fight against crime – and data mining, which carries the risk of extending the scale and the purpose of surveillance. These programmes have been justified by the intention to protect the population from crimes, and were tailored to provide tools for the profiling of categories of people likely to commit such crimes. However, once data are available to search and extraction, they may be put to other purposes.

One such attempt, the “Total Information Awareness” (TIA) programme, has been precisely rejected by the US Congress on this ground in 2003 and (at least publicly) limited to Terrorism Information Awareness. Yet the idea of warrantless wiretapping was accepted at that time, as well as blanket data searches. Revealed in 2005 by the New York Times, this programme was strongly denounced, but it was not dismantled and was de facto legalised in 2007 by the Protect America Act.

The developments raise a number of questions: How far do PRISM in the US and Tempora in the UK follow or not the same logic as TIA? Do they maintain a purpose limited to terrorism and crime or are the data used also for tax evasion, for advantaging some private companies in their contracts, for profiling the political opinions of groups considered as suspect, for elaborating scenarios concerning political conflicts and international situations?

Concerns increasingly arise that these programmes are in addition interconnected and that some European member state services participate in these extractions of Internet data for multi-purpose ‘explorations’. Snowden indeed claimed that data collected by the

\textsuperscript{22} See Final Report on the existence of a global system for the interception of private and commercial communications (ECHELON interception system) (2001/2098(INI)), PE.305.391.
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Tempora programme are shared with the NSA and that no distinction is made in the gathering of data between private citizens and targeted suspects.\textsuperscript{24} But GCHQ has strongly insisted that they were not using data for indiscriminate searches,\textsuperscript{25} and that this use was restricted for national security and the detection and prevention of crime. One may ask: **Precisely where is the ‘red line’ that intelligence services in democratic regimes should not cross when they use cyber-surveillance and do the US and the EU have a shared understanding as to where that red line is?**

1.2. Political and ethical controversies regarding the use of these technologies by intelligence services: the question of legitimacy

1.2.1. The position of the security services

Intelligence services have adopted several strategies in order to avoid the accusation of privileging security over liberty and threatening the nature of democratic regimes:

- Some security services have insisted that they follow specific protocols, with the full knowledge of their other European partners. They argue that surveillance has been strictly limited to counter-terrorism operations and that surveillance took place on a small scale. When they do acknowledge that they run large-scale surveillance programmes, they insist that they use data only to confirm information they already have in their possession, and that this surveillance only targets small groups of individuals or IP addresses. Therefore, according to them, this cannot be assimilated to data-mining.

- Other services or other persons in the same services assert that they were not carrying out counter-terrorism operations, but cyber-security and cyber-defence and that they have the right to conduct such activities beyond the scope of the EU-US Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAA),\textsuperscript{26} that they have their own right to define what were the boundaries of their national security and that they were not constrained by any international agreement.\textsuperscript{27} They also consider that these activities do not violate Article 4.3 of the Treaty of the EU concerning the loyalty of the member states to the principles of the EU Charter, and that they were fully covered by Articles 4.2 and 72 that reserves intelligence activities to the member states only. In their view, impunity prevails.

Security services and several academics working on intelligence often refer to the fact that open societies also have enemies, including internal enemies, and that the secret services have been set up to act beyond the legal framework, not to be prisoner of it. They consider that only their own government, and often only the president or the prime minister, has the right to know what they do. They also deny the fact that the international or European Courts may have a say on this matter. It is a strong


\textsuperscript{25} Tempora is considered as a ‘buffer’, which keeps the Internet data passing through the cable for a couple of days, in order to give more time to the teams who search suspects to have a ‘line’ of conversation. They extract data from the cable to find IP locations and emails associated, but they do not retain the data in mass or use them for general profiling.

\textsuperscript{26} See section 3 for more discussion of the MLAA.

professional habit and a discourse largely shared by different US and European services, especially the ones that are not often in touch with the judiciary. This attitude and the series of beliefs it implies constitute the heart of the general problem of the different interpretations of the legitimacy of the practices revealed by Snowden on PRISM.

1.2.2. The position of the other actors

Clearly, not all branches of government accept the attitude of the secret services. The considerations of a government tied by the rule of law differ from one country to another one. Some have a more ‘permissive’ legal environment than others. Most, but in practice not all, governments of the EU considered that they have to respect the decisions of the European courts – Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) concerning the right to life, torture or data protection and privacy even when they limit their so-called ‘freedom of action’. The US does not seem ready to accept any constraint of that sort if the principles do not exist in its own Constitution.

In the case of the PRISM affair, and previously in the case of TFTP, Commissioner Viviane Reding wrote a letter to the US Attorney General, Eric Holder, raising European concerns and asking for clarification and explanations regarding PRISM and other such programmes involving data collection and searching, and the laws under which such programmes may be authorised. A detailed answer from the US authorities is still pending months after the events, despite the discussions which took place at the EU-US Justice Ministerial meeting in Dublin on 14 June 2013.

Some lawyers, civil servants, NGOs and journalists have considered that these permanent delays in answering, and the silence of the intelligence services in the matter, further legitimise the need to take urgent action against the double standards that the US government imposes on its partners. They consider that the US government maintains the fiction of a global collaboration against crime and terrorism while applying a strategy of full spectrum dominance, which is increasingly aggressive and they consider their technological advances as a strategic advantage against their allies. In this case, the image of a community of nations is clearly undermined in favour of a revival of national struggles for dominance and a clash of sovereignties. This reformulation affects US-EU relations, but also the internal relations between member states in the EU. As we will see in section 3, respect for other country’s sovereignty is one of the key questions emerging from the PRISM affair and other programmes carried out by European services, inside Europe and in the context of transatlantic collaboration.

In this context, a lack of action on the part of the European Parliament would profoundly undermine the trust and confidence that EU citizens have in the European institutions, and especially in the European Parliament to safeguard and protect the most fundamental freedoms related to their private and family lives.

Actors of civil societies, especially journalists of the most-respected newspapers in the world, and human rights NGOs consider that the attitudes of the NSA and GCHQ, but also those of other secret services in Europe, are not acceptable. In the case of the GCHQ in the UK, civil society actors consider that their actions could be labelled as acts of cyber warfare aggression, as a form of treason of European member states’ services spying on other EU citizens on the behalf of their US counterparts, and that if it is not treason per se, it is a breach of trust and confidence in terms of solidarity with the EU, by placing other allegiances with third parties against that with the EU.

Other European secret services also have to be watched. They may not be directly connected with the transnational network of the NSA, but they may try to build their own apparatus. France and Germany have developed on a smaller scale some equivalent capabilities and reportedly access transnational electronic communications without a regular warrant but on the basis of special courts. They also share data with other countries. These aspects are further developed in section 2.
The reaction from a part of the civil society has been stronger than the political reactions that always tend to minimise the possible transatlantic rift. Most of the newspapers (especially in the comments left by readers) and internet blogs have spoken favourably in favour of Snowden and other whistleblowers. And they have encouraged an anxiety concerning the rise of surveillance which often mixes facts and fears concerning a totalitarian future, with references to Georges Orwell, Philip K. Dick or an easy reading of Michel Foucault. These reactions are for the moment concentrated in the ‘infosphere’ of Internet bloggers, but after the arrest of David Miranda, the partner of the journalist Glenn Greenwald of the Guardian by GCHQ, a large part of the world’s investigative journalists have started to share the image of a ‘state of exception’ in the making, or of a ‘surveillance state’. Journalists and human rights NGOs have joined the more marginal scenes of the infosphere in favour of freedom of the Internet. Many activists consider that the easy availability of surveillance technologies cannot be a justification for their use and some of them regularly use the formula that we are “sleepwalking into a surveillance state”. Joined by an increasing number of persons, they refuse to accept such a disproportion between the massive collection of data and metadata, the length of their retention in regards to the so-called ‘objective of preventing terrorism’, which has become a blanket excuse for mass data collection used for many other purposes.

For these reasons, an analysis of Europe’s surveillance programmes cannot be reduced only to the question of the proper balance between data protection and national security and to technical capabilities understood by experts. Rather, it has to be framed in terms of collective freedoms and the nature of democratic regimes.

If derogations to data protection exist, national security cannot be a justification for a structural transformation of the rule of law and democratic expressions of civil societies in an open world of information.

If future inquiries show that most of the actions undertaken by the NSA, GCHQ and other European services – in collaboration or in competition between them but using the same practices – have not only focused on counter-terrorism activities, but also on economic espionage, illegal bugging of political leaders and EU institutions, and possibly on data mining for purposes of total information awareness, as well as on manipulation of opinion and strategies to influence life styles and consumption habits, then the responsibility of these services and their governments has to be dealt with from a judicial perspective. Even if future research may show that the different EU member states’ intelligence services have restricted their activities to counter-terrorism and not mass surveillance, this does not prevent the need for principles of necessity and proportionality.

In this context, we next try to answer the following key questions:

- Among the various surveillance programmes in place in Europe, which ones share a similar logic as that which underpins the NSA’s programme? Which ones involve forms of cooperation with the NSA?
- How do surveillance programmes fit into the idea of a European Union in solidarity in terms of foreign affairs but also in terms of shared Fundamental Rights equally available for all citizens?
- If the question of the use of technologies of surveillance is a political one, then who should address it: the EU Member States, or all the institutions within the EU that are involved in protecting the open nature of the societies composing the population of Europe?

---

2. The EU member states practices in the context of the revelations of NSA large scale operations

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The overview of publicly available knowledge on large-scale surveillance activities by five EU member states – the UK, Sweden, France, Germany and the Netherlands – reveal evidence of engagement in the large-scale interception and processing of communications data by four of those member states. Further investigation and research are required in order to gain a better understanding of the techniques, capacities and lawfulness of these programmes.

- Practices of so-called ‘upstreaming’ (tapping directly into the communications infrastructure as a means to intercept data) characterise the surveillance programmes of all the selected EU member states, with the exception of the Netherlands for which there is no concrete evidence of engagement in large-scale surveillance.

- The capacities of Sweden, France and Germany (in terms of budget and human resources) are low compared to the magnitude of the operations launched by GCHQ and the NSA and cannot be considered on the same scale.

- There is a multiplicity of intelligence/security actors involved in processing and exploiting data, including several, overlapping transnational intelligence networks dominated by the US.

- Legal regulation of communications surveillance differs across the member states examined. In general, however, legal frameworks are characterised by ambiguity or loopholes as regards large-scale communications surveillance, while national oversight bodies lack the capacities to effectively monitor the lawfulness of intelligence services’ large-scale interception of data.

The following section draws on the evidence presented in Annex 1 on practices of large-scale surveillance being conducted by the intelligence services of EU member states. Annex 1 conducts an in-depth assessment of five countries where existing evidence (drawn from investigative journalism, academic analysis and official documentation) indicates large-scale electronic surveillance practices that may be classified as mass surveillance: the UK, Sweden, France, Germany and (potentially in the future) the Netherlands.

Disclosures since June 2013 surrounding the activities of the UK’s GCHQ indicate a range of programmes and projects linked to the mass interception, storage and processing of telecommunications data, at the core of which is the so-called ‘Tempora’ programme (see section 1, Annex 1). These revelations were followed in September 2013 by reports focusing on the activities of Sweden’s National Defence Radio Establishment (FRA). Operations and programmes for the mass collection of data by the FRA are reportedly elevating this agency to an increasingly important partner of the global intelligence network (section 2, Annex 1). Evidence has simultaneously emerged concerning similar projects for the large-scale interception of telecommunications data by both France’s General Directorate for External Security (DGSE) (section 3, Annex 1) and Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service (BDE) (section 4, Annex 1). There are strong suggestions to indicate that several if not all of these member states are engaging in exchanging this intercepted data with foreign intelligence services, namely the NSA. In addition, other EU member states are currently in the process of expanding...
their signals intelligence capabilities, with the Netherlands’ establishment of a new Joint Sigint Cyber Unit (JSCU) (section 5, Annex 1) providing a prime example.

Each of these five member states is examined considering the following criteria: the basic technical features of large-scale surveillance programmes; stated purpose of the programmes, targets and types of data collected; actors involved in collection and use, including evidence of cooperation with the private sector; cooperation or exchange of data with foreign intelligence services, including the NSA; and the legal framework and oversight governing the execution of the programme(s). On the basis of these criteria, do surveillance programmes run by EU member states share commonalities with those executed by the NSA? How do they compare in terms of scale, technical features and the degree of accountability and oversight? The member state by member state overview in Annex 1 reveals several common features/points of diversion and cross-cutting issues, as discussed below.

2.1. Technical features

As documented in Annex 1, the practice of so-called ‘upstreaming’ – tapping directly into the communications infrastructure as a means to intercept data – appears to be a relatively widespread feature of surveillance by several EU member states, namely the UK, Sweden, France and Germany. Disclosures by The Guardian in July 2013 on GCHQ’s so-called ‘Tempora’ programme allege that the UK intelligence service have placed interceptors on approximately 200 undersea fibre-optic cables which arrive at the southwest coast of Britain.29 These revelations were followed in September by a renewed focus on the activities of Sweden’s FRA, which has seen intermittent reports over the last five years concerning the interception and storage of communications data from fibre-optic cables crossing Swedish borders from the Baltic Sea.30 The last three months have also seen reports citing France and Germany as relying on upstreaming methods as a means to gather bulk data.31 This method of interception is believed to be a relatively recent addition to the surveillance arsenal of these member states’ intelligence services, with most programmes dating from around the late 2000s (see Annex 1). They therefore are understood to complement the more established satellite interception programmes pursued by US and EU intelligence services (UK, Sweden, France) of which the most extensive is FORNSAT, the successor of the ECHELON programme, as the main networked foreign satellite collection system coordinated by ‘Five Eyes’ (see section 2.5 below).32

---


At the same time, there is little evidence (with the exception of reports concerning Germany)\(^\text{33}\) that the intelligence services of EU member states are currently engaged in collecting data directly from the servers of private companies, as employed in the NSA’s PRISM Programme. For the moment at least, this practice appears to be restricted to the US. However, given the secrecy surrounding intelligence services activities, and the allegations concerning cooperation between Germany’s BND and private internet service providers, it would require further in-depth investigation to draw any firm conclusions.

### 2.2. Scale

Given the scarcity of information concerning the programmes detected, and particularly the programmes by EU member states, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions concerning the relative scale of these practices. Nevertheless, a clear distinction can be made between the US/UK mass interception and data analysis programmes (such as PRISM, Upstream and Tempora) and the surveillance practices by other EU intelligence services. In terms of budgetary allocation, human resources and the quantity of data collected and analysed, it appears unlikely that the programmes of EU member states such as Sweden, France and Germany come close to the sheer magnitude of the operations launched by GCHQ and the NSA.

First, the capacities of the aforementioned EU member states’ intelligence services are relatively limited, with annual budgets of around €500 million\(^\text{34}\) (see Annex 1) as opposed to the $10 billion annual budget of the NSA.\(^\text{35}\) The PRISM programme is relatively low cost (an estimated $20 million), because much of the financial burden of data collection and processing falls on the companies themselves (Apple, Google, Facebook, etc.). Nevertheless, there is evidence that the NSA makes a substantial budgetary outlay on electronic large-scale surveillance, for instance spending $250

---


\(^{34}\) Both Germany’s BND and Sweden’s FRA were allocated annual budgets of approximately €500 million in 2012. GCHQ’s annual budget is reported to be approximately €1 billion. See Annex 1.

million a year on programmes to circumvent encryption technologies. GCHQ meanwhile is reported to have invested approximately £1 billion (€1.2 billion) in its ‘Mastering the Internet’ project, which allegedly provides the overarching framework for Tempora as well as several other telecommunications surveillance programmes (see Annex 1).

We can also infer from the relatively low staffing capacities of the key EU intelligence services under scrutiny (generally in the low thousands as opposed to the NSA’s 30,000-40,000 employees – see Annex 1) that the surveillance practices undertaken by these member states are relatively modest. The processing and analysis of mass data requires a significant human resources investment, as indicated by reports that the NSA has allocated 850,000 of its operatives and external contractors to process the data captured by surveillance activities (including data intercepted and shared by GCHQ). However, this observation raises several further questions, if we consider reports of growing technical capacities of intelligence services of EU member states such as Sweden and France for gathering bulk data (e.g. from upstream interception techniques): without the organisational capacity to process mass data, how is this data handled, is it for purposes of internal processing or exchange with foreign intelligence services?

2.3. Data types and data targets

Commonalities can be traced in the types of data targeted by programmes pursued by both the NSA and EU member states’ intelligence services. As in the case of the NSA, the UK and Sweden collect both metadata and content, with the storage and handling of data differentiated depending on whether it consists of metadata or content. In France, reports only allude to the collection of metadata while in Germany information pertaining to the type of data collected is unavailable.

In certain EU member states (UK, Sweden and Germany), programmes nominally target so-called ‘external communications’. Hence, the official targets of surveillance programmes are those communications that take place outside the territory of the member state in question (but which are routed through the national communications infrastructure) or that take place between a resident of that member state and a foreign contact. This is a consequence of national legal regimes which limit or place more stringent safeguards on the monitoring of internal communications. As a consequence, parallels can be drawn with the discriminatory approach taken by the NSA under FISA in only targeting those communications by non-US nationals as they pass through communications infrastructure on US territory. However, although the UK, Swedish and German large-scale surveillance programmes in principle intend to intercept only external communications, in practice interception is likely to be less discriminate given that internal communications are often routed outside a member state’s territory. As a consequence, all users of telecommunications (email, phone, social media, etc.) may potentially fall victim to having their communications data intercepted. What is currently not clear is whether the internal communications that are unintentionally intercepted are


39 MacAskill et al. (2013), op. cit.

40 See Annex 1 (sections 1 and 2).

41 See Annex 1 (sections 1, 2 and 4).
systematically disregarded or whether they are (illegally) retained and processed by intelligence services.

The lack of information on how data are analysed and processed once collected makes it difficult to shed light on the ultimate targets of this surveillance exercise. A common feature of the surveillance programmes identified in the EU and the NSA programmes is the lack of clearly delineated set of objectives, or grounds justifying the resort to electronic surveillance. There is no evidence across the member states selected for examination that surveillance programmes are restricted to counter-terrorist operations or countering external (military) threats. Rather, it appears from the available evidence that the ultimate data subjects targeted by these programmes are broad. For instance, the UK’s GCHQ acknowledge that the targets of its programmes “boil down to diplomatic/military/commercial targets/terrorists/organised criminals and e-crime/cyber actors”.42

2.4. Processing and analysis of data

The scale of the big data collected from upstream interception requires establishing systematic methods, techniques and infrastructure to filter such large flows of information. Electronic large-scale surveillance implies data extraction, data comparison, data retention and the use of a great variety of databases. Concrete and detailed information on how data collected via the programmes discussed in Annex 1 are processed, filtered and analysed is currently unavailable, although hints as to the methods used to filter metadata and content are cited in reports and expert statements (see Annex 1).

These include the use of so-called ‘Massive Volume Reduction’ employed by the UK’s GCHQ to reduce bulk data by removing 30% of less intelligence-relevant data such as peer-to-peer downloads (‘high-volume, low-value traffic’).43 Reports with regard to UK and German programmes also cite the use of ‘selectors’ (e.g. keywords, email addresses, phone numbers of targeted individuals) to search data.44 These ‘selectors’ allegedly allow intelligence services to access the content of an individual’s communications, gather information about anyone that an individual communicates with and track locations online and offline, in turn permitting intelligence services to create sophisticated graphs of targets’ social networks, associates, locations and movements.45

However, the lack of further detail leaves an important gap in our understanding of the practices that intelligence services are engaging in to exploit the bulk data collected. These details would be critical to determine operational legitimacy and interaction with national legal frameworks regulating surveillance (see section 2.6 below). For instance, must operatives first register an authorised initial target before launching a search or do they have a wide margin of manoeuvre when searching data? Do intelligence services engage in statistical analysis of the data gathered, and if so, based on which criteria? Are private companies engaged to collaborate in the engineering and design of algorithms and specific software that enable the compilation and classification of specific trends, patterns and profiles? More information as regards these questions would be essential in order to establish to what degree the exploitation of bulk data manifests characteristics

43 MacAskill et al. (2013), op. cit.
of data-profiling and data-mining, which has so far been vigorously denied by intelligence service officials.\textsuperscript{46} What is clear, however, is that data appear to serve ‘multi-purpose’ ends. This can be inferred from the multiplicity of actors engaged in using data from European surveillance programmes once processed and filtered (see below).

\section*{2.5. Cooperation between national and international security actors}

A cross-cutting feature of the surveillance programmes examined is the multiplicity of intelligence/security actors involved in processing and exploiting data. For instance, in Germany and France, the evidence indicates that large-scale surveillance programmes constitute intelligence platforms that feed multi-level exchange of data between national law enforcement and security bodies.\textsuperscript{47} Intelligence reports drawn from Sweden's surveillance programme also feed at least eight different ‘customer’ organisations ranging from defence agencies to law enforcement and customs bodies.\textsuperscript{48} The large number of organisations with access to metadata or as recipients of intelligence drawn from this data again reflects the indication that data are being used for a wide range of security purposes far beyond the narrow focus of counter-terrorism and defence, which have traditionally formed the primary focus of national intelligence activities.

Cooperation with foreign intelligence services also appears to be a common feature of the member states’ programmes outlined in Annex 1. In certain cases, there are reports/allegations of large-scale data exchange with the NSA (the UK, Sweden and Germany). Cooperation with the US also appears to extend to collaboration/sharing of research to advance the technological means of mass surveillance. This may provide a partial explanation for why several of these mass surveillance programmes appear to date from around the same time period (mid-late 2000s).

Disentangling cooperative relationships between different EU and US intelligence services indicates a complex web of multiple, overlapping networks. First among these networks is the above-mentioned 'Five Eyes' (composed of the US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand) that originated from a 1946 multilateral agreement for cooperation in signals intelligence,\textsuperscript{49} and which has extended over time in terms of activities (Echelon, and now Fornsat) and in terms of privileged partners. Sweden is one of these new partners which, according to Duncan Campbell, now permits Five Eyes to gain access to fibre optic-cables from the Baltic states and Russia.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, the US also engages in cooperative relationships with 'second' and 'third-tier' partners such as France and Germany.\textsuperscript{51} They engage with these partners in more ad hoc collaborations, but also offensive espionage, as reflected in the recent disclosures from the NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden published in \textit{Le Monde} suggesting that the NSA had been intercepting French phone traffic on “a massive scale”.\textsuperscript{52} The latter revelation provides an illustration of dual networks between intelligence services – one collaborative and one aggressive – and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{46} For instance, US Director of National Intelligence, Washington, D.C., 8 June 2013: Facts on the Collection of Intelligence Pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} See Annex 1 (sections 3 and 4).
  \item \textsuperscript{48} See Annex 1 (section 2).
  \item \textsuperscript{49} This agreement, known as the UKUSA Agreement, was declassified in 2010 and is now publicly available on the NSA's website (www.nsa.gov/public_info/declass/ukusa.shtml).
  \item \textsuperscript{50} Statement by Duncan Campbell at the European Parliament’s LIBE Committee Inquiry on Electronic Mass Surveillance of EU Citizens, 1\textsuperscript{st} Hearing, 5 September 2013.
  \item \textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{52} Le Monde reported that more than 70 million French phone calls had been recorded in one 30-day period in late 2012. See J. Follorou and G. Greenwald, “France in the NSA’s crosshair: phone networks under surveillance”, \textit{Le Monde}, 21 October 2013.
\end{itemize}
raises the question of whether the EU member state government concerned (in this case, France) has full oversight and awareness of what the various transnational intelligence networks in which its services participate are doing. Overall, the picture emerges of a US that effectively dominates the diplomacy of surveillance, in ways that disrupt the cohesion of the EU in the security field.

2.6. Legal regimes and oversight

The legal regulation of communications surveillance differs across the five EU member states examined, and there is significant variation as regards the strength of oversight to which intelligence agencies are subject when they intercept telecommunications data.

Some legal regimes operate on the basis of orders issued by special courts (Sweden), others on the basis of warrants issued by the government (the UK and the Netherlands) or by an authorising role accorded to specially appointed oversight bodies (Germany, France and the Netherlands). However, as in the US where the loopholes of the existing regulations were denounced prior to the PRISM scandal, there is often a lack of legal clarity in member states’ legislative frameworks where collection of mass internet data is concerned. Thus for instance, the UK Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee concluded following an investigation into GCHQ activities under the PRISM programme that while “GCHQ has not circumvented or attempted to circumvent UK law, it is proper to consider further whether the current statutory framework governing access to private communications remains adequate”. In particular the Committee underlines that “in some areas the legislation is expressed in general terms”.53

The implementation of programmes for interception via ‘up-streaming’ by EU member states indicates that law-making has not kept pace with the technological developments seen in surveillance practices in recent years, often designed for traditional intelligence techniques such as wiretapping, rather than the mass ‘dragnet’ approach that appears to be increasingly adopted by US and EU intelligence agencies. Thus in France, a senior representative of the intelligence services is reported to claim that the collection of metadata by the DGSE is not illegal but a-legal, conducted outside the law.54 Further, the lower levels of legal protection accorded to the collection of metadata in certain member states (e.g. the UK and Sweden) does not take into account that this information can nevertheless be extremely revealing about individuals’ lives. The exception here is the Netherlands, where the current legislative framework does not permit the Dutch intelligence services to wiretap “cable-bound communications” under any circumstance.55

As discussed above, the legislative frameworks of the UK, Sweden and Germany restrict the warrantless collection of data where it concerns internal communications between residents of those member states, echoing the US restrictions on intercepting data between US citizens under FISA. However, evidence revealing data exchange between Western intelligence services raises a number of questions as to whether intelligence agencies share data in order to plug the gaps or circumvent the legal frameworks/safeguards intended to protect the rights of individuals in their national jurisdictions. This would point to a potential scenario of privacy shopping by services to exploit regimes with the weakest protection/oversight or with the greatest legal

---

55 See Annex 1, section 5.
56 Ibid.
loopholes. Such a scenario is to some extent reflected in reports indicating that GCHQ marketed itself to the NSA on the basis of the UK’s weak regulatory and oversight regime. As regards oversight, in several member states, oversight bodies are faced with constraints that hamper their ability to apply sufficient scrutiny to intelligence agencies’ surveillance practices. In Sweden, the two main oversight institutions, the intelligence court (UNDOM) and the Inspection for Defence Intelligence Operations (SIUN), are deemed to be insufficiently independent. In France the main oversight body, the CNCIS, is found to be substantially constrained in its reach due to its limited administrative capacity. There are gaps also in the UK’s intelligence oversight regime, as evidenced by the statement released in July by the ISC on GCHQ’s alleged interception of communications under the PRISM programme. The Committee, chaired by former Foreign Secretary Sir Malcolm Rifkind, took detailed evidence from GCHQ for its investigation, including a list of counter-terrorist operations for which the UK was able to obtain intelligence from the US, and found that GCHQ had acted within the law. The statement however remains quite vague on what information it gained access to. Moreover, it indicates that the members of the committee had no prior knowledge of GCHQ’s activities in the PRISM programme.

Finally, in terms of oversight, it is worth considering the oversight mechanisms potentially built in to systems and databases used to process and search data collected. The only indication in this regard concerns the GCHQ’s Tempora Programme, which requires that in order to target an individual’s data via a ‘selector’ – the operative will have to type into a box on his or her computer screen a Miranda number, to show that the process is taking place in response to a specific request for information, and will also need to select a justification under the Human Rights Act from a drop-down menu. However, without further information (e.g. how detailed these justifications are), it is difficult to judge to what degree these mechanisms represent an administrative ‘tick-box exercise’ or whether they operate as a genuine safeguard. In any case they cannot substitute for a strong institutional oversight framework, which currently appears lacking in the member states examined here.

58 See Annex 1 (section 2).
59 See Annex 1 (section 3).
60 Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament, Statement on GCHQ’s Alleged Interception of Communications under the US PRISM Programme, op. cit.
3. Legal Modalities of Action at EU level and Compatibility with EU Law

**KEY FINDINGS**

- Surveillance programmes in EU member states are incompatible with minimum democratic rule of law standards derived from the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and the European Convention of Human Rights, and are in turn essential components of their national constitutional traditions.

- European fundamental rights commitments, enshrined and developed in the case law of the ECtHR and the CJEU, constitute key standards of the concept of national security in EU law to be used in reviewing evolving secretive surveillance practices.

- The member states’ surveillance programmes equally jeopardise the EU principle of ‘sincere cooperation’, enshrined in Article 4.3 of the Treaty on the European Union, as they compromise: first, the compliance with existing EU-level mutual assistance and cooperation legal regimes and lawful searches between EU member states and with the US; second, the coherency in the EU’s external relations with the US and other third countries; and third, the internal security of the Union as a whole. They also jeopardise the privacy of EU nationals as data owners.

- Large-scale electronic surveillance blurs the line between national sovereignty and matters relating to EU competence as it potentially spills over into the security activities of the EU institutions and their agencies. More precisely, EU liability may be invoked where EU agencies become implicated in sharing and exploiting data generated by national surveillance operations.

- The boundary between domestic and foreign interception is blurred by data exchange between intelligence services. At the same time, member states’ domestic legal regimes that distinguish between the guarantees applied to national citizens and those of other EU citizens may raise questions of discrimination.

Under European law, the individual has ownership of his data (unlike the US where ownership belongs to the company or service that assembled the data). This principle is central and protected by the EU Charter and the Treaty. Therefore, it can be contended that transnational programmes linking NSA with a series of European intelligence services and facilitating data exchange, could potentially be considered as a ‘theft’ (of correspondence) on top of the potentially illegal access, collection and processing of data, if this has been done without the authorisation and/or knowledge of the national authorities in charge of the management of these electronic data. Only the latter may authorise derogations of national security with respect to existing bilateral, European and international agreements.

A legal framework of the **EU-US Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAA)** has been ratified by the Union and the US Congress to permit collaboration in criminal investigations and counter-terrorism activities in search of evidence for law-enforcement purposes. It stipulates the modalities for gathering and exchanging information, and for requesting and providing assistance in obtaining evidence located in one country to assist
in criminal investigations or proceedings in another.\textsuperscript{62} The channels permitting lawful search are therefore organised (and, it should be noted, critiqued by NGOs and journalists for accepting too readily the logic of the global counter-terrorism initiated by the US and its limitations to privacy). But it is not clear from the revelations of the activities conducted by the NSA that the US services and their European member state partners have followed the rules of this agreement. The evidence indicates, in fact, they have bypassed or ignored these channels in favour of covert cooperation that goes beyond counter-terrorism collaboration and serves a multitude of other purposes. The journalist John Lanchester, who is one of the rare persons to have read the GCHQ files whose UK copy The Guardian was forced to destroy, expresses clearly what is at stake. Certainly democratic states need intelligence services, open societies have enemies, and tools of electronic surveillance are useful against them. It is for this reason that the right to privacy needs to be qualified in the interest of security, but the question arises when the technologies give the possibility of mass capture of data and that they are used for strategic surveillance, as in that case security without limits may put democracy at risk.\textsuperscript{63}

The relationship between communications surveillance programmes and EU competences remains a contested one. Intelligence activities are said to remain within the scope of member states’ exclusive competences in the EU legal system.\textsuperscript{64} Yet, are member states’ large-scale surveillance programmes outside the remit of EU intervention? This section develops three main legal modalities of action to assess and critically examine EU mass-surveillance programmes from an EU law viewpoint: i) the concept of national security in a democratic rule of law framework (section 3.1); ii) the insecurity of the Union and its citizens (section 3.2); and iii) the activities of home affairs agencies (section 3.3).

\subsection*{3.1. National Security and Democratic Rule of Law}

There are strong tensions between large-scale surveillance programmes implemented by some EU member states and EU founding commitments, principles and legal obligations, as outlined in Article 2 TEU. This provision identifies a set of principles deemed to be common to all EU member states and which include, amongst others, respect of democracy, rule of law and human rights. It is argued that EU surveillance programmes are incompatible with minimum democratic rule of law standards, which are in turn central components of national constitutional traditions. This argument is premised on an understanding of rule of law as the legally-based rule of a democratic state, which delivers fundamental rights. O'Donnell has argued that the rule of law should not only be understood as a generic characteristic of the legal system and the performance of the courts, but also as the legally-based rule of a democratic state, which delivers fundamental rights (and limits the use of discretion or ‘exceptionalism’) by state

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Agreement on Mutual Legal Assistance between the European Union and the United States of America, OJ L 181/34, 19 July 2003.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} This is founded in Article 4.2 Treaty on European Union (TEU) which emphasises:

  The Union shall respect...their essential State functions, including ensuring the territorial integrity of the State, maintaining law and order, and safeguarding national security. In particular, national security remains the sole responsibility of each Member State.

  In the same vein, Article 72 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) stipulates that

  This Title shall not affect the exercise of the responsibilities incumbent upon Member States within regard to the maintenance of law and order and the safeguarding of internal security.
\end{itemize}
According to the ‘democratic rule of law’, the legal system needs to be in itself democratic and there must be mechanisms of accountability and supervision by an independent judiciary at the heart of the system.

The notion of ‘national security’ as framed and understood by some intelligence communities and certain national governments in PRISM-like EU programmes does not correspond to the democratic understanding of national security as foreseen in member states’ constitutional systems, where a key element of constitutionality remains in the effective judicial control and supervision of executive or governmental actions, including those circumscribed under the boundaries of the State’s national security.

National constitutional traditions not only formally foresee the democratic and rule of law foundations of the state, where ‘the arbitrary’ is carefully limited (so there exists an adequate level of protection against abuse of power) and must be read from the perspective of the separation of powers principle. Government and law enforcement are in this way under scrutiny of the judiciary and open justice. Member states’ constitutions now also feature European fundamental human rights commitments and standards emerging from the European Convention of Human Rights and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. These bring the jurisprudence and transnational supervision from the Strasbourg Court (section 3.1.1) and the Court of Justice of the European Union (section 3.1.2) at the core of the evolving national practices and concepts of ‘national security’.

3.1.1. National Security and the ECHR

There is a significant body of jurisprudence by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) on what constitutes interference “prescribed by law” in the context of secret surveillance and information gathering. The judge-made requirements of “in accordance to the law” and “necessary in a democratic society” have consolidated themselves as key testing standards in determining the lawfulness and proportionality of government’s interferences with fundamental human rights, such as those foreseen in Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR), which lays down the right to respect for family and private life.

A key issue of contestation before Strasbourg has been the extent to which national governments’ justifications to interfere with ECHR rights have been “in accordance with the law” or “prescribed by the law”, pursue a legitimate aim and are necessary in a

---


66 Refer for instance the Case Binyam Mohamed v. The Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, 10.2.2010, where the England and Wales Court of Appeal ruled that (Paragraphs 132 and 133):

The ultimate decision whether to include the redacted paragraphs into the open version of the first judgment is a matter for judicial, not executive, determination (...) it is ultimately for a judge, not a minister to decide whether a document must be disclosed, and whether it can be referred to, in open court. That decision is for a judge, not a minister, not least because it concerns what goes on in court, and because a judge is better able to carry out the balancing exercise (...) Furthermore, practically any decision of the executive is subject to judicial review, and it would seem to follow that a minister’s opinion that a document should not be disclosed in the national interest is, in principle, reviewable by a court. (...) What is included in, or excluded from, a judgment is self-evidently a matter for a judge, not a minister. It is another aspect of the separation of powers that the executive cannot determine whether certain material is included in, or excluded from, the open material in a judgment. That must be a decision for the judge giving the judgment in issue, subject of course to the supervisory jurisdiction of any competent appellate court. (Emphasis added).

See also German Federal Constitutional Court, Press Release No. 31/2013, 24 April 2013, Counter-Terrorism Database in its Fundamental structures compatible with the Basic Law, but not regarding specific aspects of its design.
democratic society. In its landmark judgment Weber and Saravia v. Germany of 2006, the Court examined the legality of the extension of the powers of the German Federal Intelligence Service with regard to the recording of telecommunications in the course of so-called ‘strategic monitoring’, as well as the use of personal data obtained and its transmission to other authorities. The Court dismissed the applicants’ complaints under Article 8 ECHR on the basis that the German legislation provided adequate and effective guarantees against abuses of the State’s strategic monitoring powers, and the interference with the secrecy of telecommunications was necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security and for the prevention of crime.

However, the Court established in the Weber case a set of criteria for determining the lawfulness of secret surveillance and interference of communications and to avoid ‘abuse of powers’ and arbitrariness. The Court underlined that the risks of arbitrariness are particularly evident in those cases where a power vested in the executive is exercised in secret, and held:

It is therefore essential to have clear, detailed rules on interception of telephone conversations, especially as the technology available for use is continually becoming more sophisticated... The domestic law must be sufficiently clear in its terms to give citizens an adequate indication as to the circumstances in which and the conditions on which public authorities are empowered to resort to any such measures...

In particular, the following minimum safeguards were highlighted, which should be set out in statute law in order to avoid abuses of power: first, the nature of the offences which may give rise to an interception order; second, a definition of the categories of people liable to have their telephones tapped; third, a limit on the duration of telephone tapping; fourth, the procedure to be followed for examining, using and storing the data obtained; fifth, the precautions to be taken when communicating the data to other parties; and sixth, the circumstances in which recordings may or must be erased or the tapes destroyed. In this respect, the ECtHR added:

... it would be contrary to the rule of law for the legal discretion granted to the executive or to a judge to be expressed in terms of an unfettered power. Consequently, the law must indicate the scope of any such discretion conferred on the competent authorities and the manner of its exercise with sufficient clarity to give the individual adequate protection against arbitrary interference. (Emphasis added)

The ECtHR found the UK’s secret interception of communications to be in violation of Article 8 of the ECHR in the case Liberty v. UK. In contrast with the situation addressed in Weber, the Court considered that UK domestic law did not provide sufficient clarity, so as to provide adequate protection against abuse of power, the scope or manner of exercise of the very wide discretion conferred on the State to intercept and examine external communications. It therefore found the UK to be in violation of Article 8 and that the interference with the applicants’ rights was not “in accordance with the law”.

The ECtHR paid especial attention to the requirement of foreseeability, i.e. the extent to which UK domestic law was adequately accessible and formulated with sufficient precision as to be foreseeable. The authorities’ conduct was not “in accordance with the

---

67 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00, 29 June 2006, § 80. See also Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimzhiev, cited above, §§ 75-77.
68 “Strategic monitoring is aimed at collecting information by intercepting telecommunications in order to identify and avert serious dangers facing the Federal Republic of Germany, such as an armed attack on its territory or the commission of international terrorist attacks and certain other serious offences.” See § 4 and paragraphs 18 et seq. of the judgement.
69 Gesetz zur Beschränkung des Brief-, Post- und Fernmeldegeheimnisses), also called “the G 10 Act”, as modified by the Fight against Crime Act of 28 October 1994 (Verbrechensbekämpfungsgesetz).
70 § 95.
71 § 94.
72 Liberty and Others v. the United Kingdom, No. 58243/00, 1/10/2008.
law” because it was unsupported by any predictable legal basis satisfying the accessibility principle. The ECtHR stated that “The expression “in accordance with the law” under Article 8 § 2 requires, first, that the impugned measure should have some basis in domestic law; it also refers to the quality of the law in question, requiring that it should be compatible with the rule of law and accessible to the person concerned, who must, moreover, be able to foresee its consequences for him” The ECtHR noted the Government’s concern that “the publication of information regarding the arrangements made by the Secretary of State for the examination, use, storage, communication and destruction of intercepted material during the period in question might have damaged the efficacy of the intelligence-gathering system or given rise to a security risk”. Nevertheless, it stated:

…the German authorities considered it safe to include in the G10 Act, as examined in Weber ..., express provisions about the treatment of material derived from strategic interception as applied to non-German telephone connections. In particular, the G10 Act stated that the Federal Intelligence Service was authorised to carry out monitoring of communications only with the aid of search terms which served, and were suitable for, the investigation of the dangers described in the monitoring order and which search terms had to be listed in the monitoring order. Moreover, the rules on storing and destroying data obtained through strategic monitoring were set out in detail in section 3(6) and (7) and section 7(4) of the amended G10 Act. ... The G10 Act further set out detailed provisions governing the transmission, retention and use of data obtained through the interception of external communications. Furthermore, the German authorities informed the applicants that the Federal Intelligence Service was not entitled to retain and use any data that was obtained on the basis of the G10 Act that was not stored in the Federal Archive.

In Kennedy v. UK the ECtHR further examined the extent to which the secret interception of communications by the UK security services was in accordance with the law and necessary in a democratic society. The Court acknowledged that the Contracting States enjoy a certain margin of appreciation in assessing the existence and extent of such necessity, but stressed that this margin is nonetheless subject to European supervision. It also pointed out that “the values of a democratic society must be followed as faithfully as possible in the supervisory procedures, if the bounds of necessity are not to be exceeded”. It also stated that in a field where abuse is potentially so easy in individual cases and could have such harmful consequences for democratic society as a whole, it was in principle desirable to entrust supervisory control to a judge, and that sufficient detail should be provided of the nature of the offences in question.

In contrast to the Liberty and Others case, which concerned the legislation on interception of communications between the United Kingdom and any other country (external communications), Kennedy concerned ‘internal communications’ which comprise communications within the UK. The Court recalled that under UK law “Indiscriminate capturing of vast amounts of communications is not permitted under the
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74 § 56 of Liberty v. UK.
75 The Court recalled its findings in previous cases (see Weber and Saravia v. Germany (dec.), No. 54934/00, 29 June 2006, § 78) “that the mere existence of legislation which allows a system for the secret monitoring of communications entails a threat of surveillance for all those to whom the legislation may be applied. This threat necessarily strikes at freedom of communication between users of the telecommunications services and thereby amounts in itself to an interference with the exercise of the applicants’ rights under Article 8, irrespective of any measures actually taken against them”, § 59. See, among other authorities, Kruslin v. France, judgment of 24 April 1990, Series A No. 176-A, § 27; Huwig v. France, judgment of 24 April 1990, Series A No. 176-B, § 26; Lambert v. France, judgment of 24 August 1998, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-V, § 23; Perry v. the United Kingdom, No. 63737/00, § 45, ECHR 2003-IX; Dumitru Popescu v. Romania (No. 2), No. 71525/01, § 61, 26 April 2007.
76 § 68 of Liberty v. UK.
77 Kennedy v. the United Kingdom, No. 26839/05, 18.8.2010.
78 § 154. See also Kvasnica v. Slovakia, No. 72094/01, § 80, 9 June 2009.
79 § 167. See Klass and Others, § 56.
80 § 159.
internal communications provisions of RIPA”.81 The ECtHR restated the three criteria according to which an interference with an ECHR right may be justified and legitimate: First, the impugned measure must have some basis in domestic law. Second, the domestic law must be compatible with the rule of law and accessible to the person concerned. Third, the person affected must be able to foresee the consequences of the domestic law for him.82 The ECtHR also insisted that powers to instruct secret surveillance of citizens are only tolerated under Article 8 “to the extent that they are strictly necessary for safeguarding democratic institutions”, which in practice means that:

... there must be adequate and effective guarantees against abuse. The assessment depends on all the circumstances of the case, such as the nature, scope and duration of the possible measures, the grounds required for ordering them, the authorities competent to authorise, carry out and supervise them, and the kind of remedy provided by the national law.83 (Emphasis added).

The Court has repeatedly stressed in its case law the importance of giving a narrow interpretation to exceptions to basic fundamental human rights envisaged in the ECHR, in particular to protect the individual against any abuse of power and in what concerns human rights where no exceptions are allowed (absolute in nature). Cases related to the so-called ‘extraordinary renditions and secret detentions’ have been illustrative in this regard and have developed democratic rule-of-law standards, which establish the boundaries of lawfulness of secret intelligence activities in a democratic society. As a way of illustration, the Court ruled in El-Masri v. Macedonia that an essential object of Article 8 ECHR “is to protect the individual against arbitrary interference by the public authorities” and that the interference must be “in accordance with the law”.84 In respect of the violation of Article 5 ECHR (right to liberty and security), the Court held:

Although the investigation of terrorist offences undoubtedly presents the authorities with special problems, that does not mean that the authorities have carte blanche under Article 5 to arrest suspects and detain them in police custody, free from effective control by the domestic courts and, in the final instance, by the Convention’s supervisory institutions, whenever they consider that there has been a terrorist offence.85 (Emphasis added).

In Nada v. Switzerland of 2012,86 the ECtHR dealt with the review of the sanctions regime established by Security Council Resolution 1267 (1999) to freeze the funds and other financial resources of the individuals and entities identified by the Security Council’s Sanctions Committee as being associated with Osama bin Laden, al-Qaeda or the Taliban, and the human rights consequences of the inability of the listed persons to challenge effectively the decision to list them. The Court held that an interference with ECHR rights could be considered “necessary in a democratic society” for a legitimate aim “if it answers a “pressing social need” and, in particular, if it is proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued and if the reasons adduced by the national authorities to justify it are “relevant and sufficient”.87 It added that for a measure to be regarded as proportionate and as necessary in a democratic society, there must be the possibility of recourse to an alternative measure that would cause less damage to the fundamental right at issue whilst fulfilling the same aim. Moreover, the ECtHR reiterated that in any event the final evaluation of whether the interference is necessary remains

---

81 Liberty and Others, § 64.
82 See for instance Rotaru v. Romania, § 52; Liberty and Others, § 59; and Iordachi and Others, § 37.
83 See § 153. Klass and Others, cited above, §§ 49 to 50; and Weber and Saravia, cited above, § 106.
86 Nada v. Switzerland, No. 10593/08, 12 September 2012.
subject to review by the Court for conformity with the requirements of the Convention.88

3.1.2. National Security and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights

A second legal modality of action when assessing EU large-scale surveillance programmes in EU member states is their relationship with the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The EU Charter has been recognised as having the same legal value as the Treaties since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty. The EU Charter comes along a set of EU general principles some of which find their origins in national constitutional traditions and others have been further developed by the CJEU jurisprudence. The national constitutional traditions of EU member states illustrate a progressive ‘process of constitutionalisation’ of the EU Charter in their domestic legal systems. This has been confirmed by the European Commission’s 2012 Annual Report on the Application of the EU Charter,89 which covered an assessment of the member states’ frameworks of judicial reviews of ‘constitutionality’, and which concluded:

The analysis of court rulings referring to the Charter further suggests that national judges use the Charter to support their reasoning, including when there is not necessarily a link with EU law. There is also some evidence of an incorporation of the Charter in the national systems of fundamental rights protection.90 (Emphasis added)

The CJEU pointed out in Fransson91 that “outside the scope of EU law” national authorities and courts remain free to apply national standards of protection of fundamental rights, provided that the level of protection offered by the Charter, as interpreted by the Court, and the primacy, unity and effectiveness of European law are not compromised. The CJEU has in this way held that the EU Charter is becoming a constitutive component of “the national constitutional traditions” of EU member states. As Vice-President of the European Commission Viviene Reding has stated:92

88 § 184. However,

A margin of appreciation must be left to the competent national authorities in this connection. The breadth of this margin varies and depends on a number of factors including the nature of the Convention right in issue, its importance for the individual, the nature of the interference and the object pursued by the interference (see S. and Marper, § 102).

The Court concluded:

the restrictions imposed on the applicant’s freedom of movement for a considerable period of time did not strike a fair balance between his right to the protection of his private and family life, on the one hand, and the legitimate aims of the prevention of crime and the protection of Switzerland’s national security and public safety, on the other. Consequently, the interference with his right to respect for private and family life was not proportionate and therefore not necessary in a democratic society. § 198.


90 Ibid, page 15. Reference was in particular made to the Austrian Constitutional Court, Cases U 466/11 and U 1836/11, 14.3.2012, where according to the European Commission the Constitutional Court ... recognised the very special role of the Charter within the EU legal system, and its different nature compared to the body of rights and principles which the Court of Justice of the EU has been developing throughout the years. It took the view that the Charter is enforceable in the proceedings brought before it for the judicial review of national legislation, and therefore individuals can rely upon the rights and the principles recognised in the Charter when challenging the lawfulness of domestic legislation. The Austrian Constitutional Court identified strong similarities between the role played by the Charter in the EU legal system and that played by the ECHR under the Austrian Constitution, according to which the ECHR has force of constitutional law.

91 Case C-617/10, Fransson, 26 February 2013.

The concept of national security does not mean that "anything goes": States do not enjoy an unlimited right of secret surveillance. In Europe, also in cases involving national security, every individual – irrespective of their nationality – can go to a Court, national or European, if they believe that their right to data protection has been infringed. Effective judicial redress is available for Europeans and non-Europeans alike. This is a basic principle of European law. (Emphasis added).

In the same vein, Reding reiterated the relevance of the EU Charter presentation on 19 June 2013 at the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs of the European Parliament. During the question and answer period, and following questions from MEPs referring to the lack of EU competence over intelligence services activities, Reding stated:

... "intelligence" of course is not in our remit, but ... even in questions of intelligence the fundamental rights which are inscribed in our basic text are not eliminated but they are also to be considered. So the position of the European Commission and the defence of the fundamental rights of the citizens is without any doubt in that respect. (Emphasis added).

The relevance of effective and open justice was underlined by the CJEU in the case ZZ v. Secretary of the State of Home Department C-300/11, of 4 June 2013, which confirmed that the provision of effective judicial review is a central component even within the scope of member states’ measures adopted on the basis of 'State security'. The CJEU was of the opinion that “although it is for Member States to take the appropriate measures to ensure their internal and external security, the mere fact that a decision concerns State security cannot result in European Union law being inapplicable”. It added that in those circumstances where a national authority opposes precise and full disclosure to the person concerned of the grounds constituting a decision refusing entry in a member state for reasons of State security, member states are required to:

... first, to provide for effective judicial review both of the existence and validity of the reasons invoked by the national authority with regard to State security and of the legality of the decision taken under Article 27 of Directive 2004/38 and, second, to prescribe techniques and rules relating to that review, as referred to in the preceding paragraph of the present judgment.

The CJEU concluded that the contested regulations, which did not provide for any remedy in respect of the freezing of assets, were in breach of fundamental rights and were to be annulled. Here also, the relevance of effective judicial review and scrutiny was identified as a central component of an EU understanding of rule of law. The Luxembourg Court held that such review should be seen as a “constitutional guarantee” forming part of the very foundations of the Community and added:

95 See Case C-387/05 Commission v Italy [2009] ECR I-11831, paragraph 45.
96 Paragraph 57 states:
However, if, in exceptional cases, a national authority opposes precise and full disclosure to the person concerned of the grounds which constitute the basis of a decision taken under Article 27 of Directive 2004/38, by invoking reasons of State security, the court with jurisdiction in the Member State concerned must have at its disposal and apply techniques and rules of procedural law which accommodate, on the one hand, legitimate State security considerations regarding the nature and sources of the information taken into account in the adoption of such a decision and, on the other hand, the need to ensure sufficient compliance with the person’s procedural rights, such as the right to be heard and the adversarial principle.
97 Paragraph 58. See also paragraphs 65 and 66.
... the Community is based on the rule of law, inasmuch as neither its Member States nor its institutions can avoid review of the conformity of their acts with the basic constitutional charter, the EC Treaty, which established a complete system of legal remedies and procedures designed to enable the Court of Justice to review the legality of acts of the institutions.98 (Emphasis added).

3.2. Whose Security? Sincere Cooperation and Citizens’ Liberties Compromised

The legal tensions between large-scale surveillance and democratic rule of law with fundamental rights endanger the security of the Union and that of its citizens, and unleash insecurity for the Union as a whole. The intelligence communities’ understandings and practices of national security and member states’ surveillance programmes equally jeopardise the EU principle of ‘sincere cooperation’, as they make it more difficult to carry out the tasks flowing from the Treaties and put at risk the attainment of the Union’s objectives, including those in external relations and the common foreign and security policy.99

The violations of democratic rule of law and fundamental rights inherent to large-scale surveillance, and their supranational nature and fundamentals, affect the security of the Union as a whole. They also jeopardise the use of legally established channels at EU level, some of which have been concluded with the US. As Reding said in the above-mentioned intervention in the EP LIBE Committee in June 2013, “if you don’t go through the MLA and directly to companies asking data of EU citizens that is a violation of international law (Recital 90 of Regulation)”.

According to a Council of the EU Discussion Paper on COSI and terrorism:

Regardless of this [i.e. Article 4.2 TEU], the transnational nature of terrorism and its perpetrators makes it a clear threat also to the common internal security of the Union. It is therefore important that the work against terrorism, at least when it affects the EU as a whole, is coordinated so that it can be conducted efficiently and focused on common identified and prioritised threats.100 (Emphasis added).

---

99 Refer to Article 4.3 TEU which states:

Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying out tasks which flow from the Treaties. The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks and refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the Union’s objectives.

See also Article 24.3 TFEU which stipulates:

The Member States shall support the Union’s external and security policy actively and unreservedly in a spirit of loyalty and mutual solidarity and shall comply with the Union’s action in this area. The Member States shall work together to enhance and develop their mutual political solidarity. They shall refrain from any action which is contrary to the interests of the Union or likely to impair its effectiveness as a cohesive force in international relations.

100 Council of the EU (2013), Discussion Paper on COSI and Terrorism, 10162/13, Brussels, 3 June 2013, p. 3. See also Council of the EU, Standing Committee on Operational Cooperation on Internal Security (COSI), Summary of Discussions, 11265/13, Brussels, 24 June 2013, page 5, where it was said that the Swedish discussion paper on the COSI competences and tasks with regard to terrorism (doc. 10612/12) was welcomed by various delegations. Several delegations suggested having a wider debate at some stage on whether COSI is fulfilling its mandate and where it could provide added value, including in the context of the Council’s JHA structures (CATS, SCIfA). Delegations felt that COSI could address the topic of terrorism but with due respect to the provisions of the Treaty and Member States’ competences. Delegations also highlighted that duplication of efforts with other working parties such as the Terrorism Working Party and COTER should be avoided.
A similar argument could be used in light of the nature of some of the EU large-scale surveillance programmes operating in a number of member states. Just as ‘acts of political violence’ are said to be increasingly supranational, so the process of ‘intelligence gathering’ is supranational as well, coming from a variety of sources abroad or ‘at home’. Its supranational nature and implications make the national security as framed and understood by certain actors in the ‘intelligence communities’ not only in tension with the security of that state based on democratic rule of law, but also that of the other member states and the Union as a whole.

Large-scale EU surveillance programmes also compromise the security and fundamental human rights of citizens and residents in the Union, in particular those related to privacy and effective legal protection. The involvement of certain EU member states in NSA programmes deprive EU citizens of their ownership of their personal and private data, and subject them to discriminatory treatment, i.e. nationals of other EU member states are subject to a disproportionately larger impact of large-scale surveillance programmes, as they are unjustifiably less-favourably treated than nationals as privacy holders in interceptions of ‘internal communications’. For example, Privacy International has argued that the UK Tempora programme involves unjustified discrimination against non-UK nationals and EU citizens. In its submission, Privacy International highlighted:

Further, the operation is in breach of Article 12(1) TFEU. The Tempora operation has a disparate adverse impact on EU citizens who are not nationals of the United Kingdom. This is because a certification under section 8(4) of RIPA 2000 can only be granted in respect of the interception of external communications, which are more likely to be made by non-UK citizens. Union citizens who are not UK citizens are far more likely to have their communications intercepted, searched and retained. Both UK citizens and non-UK citizens pose risks to national security. Accordingly, such differences in treatment are not justifiable or lawful. A systematic scheme of processing of personal data primarily directed at non-UK nationals cannot be justified under EU law.101

There is also a fundamental gap in the current EU legal framework that increases the vulnerability of citizens’ privacy-related rights and liberties, as additionally alleged by Privacy International in its complaint before the Strasbourg Court of July 2013.102 It highlighted in particular that those differences between foreign and domestic interception and information-gathering regimes lead to an absence of legal protection when information is shared between countries.

PRISM-like surveillance programmes challenge this premise (a central distinction has been made between foreign and domestic interception and secret information-gathering regimes).
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102 In this context, Privacy International argued as follows:

With communication being increasingly global, and vast amounts of personal data being transferred and stored around the world, there is an obvious gap in legal protection to ensure respect for private life. The regimes in both the US and the UK governing the interception, obtaining, and storing of material deal differently with foreign and domestic interception and information gathering (in the UK the difference depends on whether communication is regarded as “internal” or “external” and in the US on whether or not the person targeted is a non-US citizen located outside the US). Those differences between foreign and domestic interception and information gathering regimes lead to an absence of legal protection when information is shared between countries. UK authorities can intercept communications sent or received by individuals located in the US (and which will be regarded as “external” for the purposes of RIPA), which happen to pass through UK fibre cables, and hand them over to US authorities, thus avoiding the US rules governing interception of those located within the country. The NSA can intercept an email under FISA section 1881a which is sent between two individuals in London because it happens to travel through the US as it will be regarded as “foreign intelligence material” as far as the US authorities are concerned, and it can then be handed over to the UK authorities without their having to comply with any of the requirements governing interception set out in RIPA and the Code of Practice. The same is true of private information about UK residents stored by internet companies in the US. Ibid., paragraph 45.
regimes) and reveal a gap in protection and accountability in the EU. Are the distinctions between internal and external communications still relevant in warrant schemes for interceptions in the legal systems of EU member states?  

3.3. Home Affairs Agencies

Another means by which large-scale surveillance practices blur the lines between national sovereignty and matters relating to EU competence is their potential spillover into the security activities of the EU institutions and its agencies. More precisely, EU liability may be invoked where the EU’s institutions and its agencies become implicated in sharing and exploiting data generated by national large-scale surveillance operations.

This is particularly relevant as regards the activities of EU Home Affairs agencies which play a central role in putting into practice the “comprehensive model for information exchange” which resides at the heart of the EU’s Internal Security Strategy. 104 Europol and INTCEN (and to a lesser extent Eurojust, Frontex and OLAF) are key actors at the forefront of gathering, exchange and processing of information, often based on consolidated versions of reporting and contributions from member states’ national security and intelligence agencies.

Europol for instance relies to a large degree on the input of member states’ intelligence services for its strategic analysis products, such as the annual EU Terrorism and Situation and Trend Reports (TE-SAT). 105 Similarly the EU Intelligence Analysis Centre (INTCEN) within the European External Action Service (EEAS) acts as “a single entry point in the EU for classified information coming from Member States’ civilian intelligence and security services” and on this basis produces intelligence analyses, early warnings and situational awareness for the EEAS, EU decision-making bodies and member states. 106

The processes surrounding the exchange of intelligence between the member states and EU home affairs agencies like Europol and INTCEN are notoriously opaque. 107 There is no mechanism to verify the nature of data and information transferred to EU level, nor to ensure that the sources and means by which such data are generated are legitimate and in compliance with the national laws of the member state in question and EU fundamental rights standards. Europol Director Rob Wainwright, during the European Parliament Hearing of 24th September 2013, stressed that the EU’s law enforcement agency “has no contacts at all with the NSA or CIA”. 108 However, he conceded that data dealt with by Europol agents and received directly from the member states may originate from EU intelligence agencies, and even the NSA. The lack of clarity in his response is in keeping with the gaps in oversight that characterise much of the flow of information

---

103 In Liberty vs. UK, it was argued:

14. The IPT found that the difference between the warrant schemes for interception of internal and external communications was justifiable, because it was more necessary for additional care to be taken with regard to interference with privacy by a Government in relation to domestic telecommunications, given the substantial potential control it exercised in this field; and also because its knowledge of, and control over, external communications was likely to be much less extensive.


within the agency: a significant proportion of the data that passes through Europol are understood to be exchanged bilaterally between national liaison officers stationed in Europol, but the agency provides little reassurance as to the trusted nature of Europol’s information sources.

There is therefore a strong possibility that tainted information – i.e. data gleaned from unlawful mass surveillance or exchanged without due regard to compliance with fundamental rights, data protection and privacy standards, would enter the AFSJ and be shared and processed at EU level. This possibility should suggest a number of concerns to EU lawmakers. It implies a degree (however limited) of complicity by EU agencies in practices that contradict fundamental EU legal principles and human rights standards. EU agencies could therefore share in any liability resulting from the mis-use of this data.

The liability incurred by EU agencies raises an important side issue about the data handled by these organisational actors and the justification for their access to often sensitive information. As Geyer notes, when considering the risk that EU institutions and agencies have handled intelligence resulting from extraordinary rendition and the torture of terror suspects, information processed at EU level does not serve to avoid ‘imminent security threats’ but rather serves mid- and long-term policy objectives or – as in the case of Europol and INTCEN – the creation of risk analysis, strategic reports and threat assessments. In this light, the already questionable argumentation brought forward at national level to justify the use of large-scale surveillance techniques, i.e. to counter direct threats to national security, is even less applicable to the access and use of such information at EU level.109

Finally, the sharing of intelligence with EU agencies such as Europol further blurs the question of legal competence. Europol is established under Article 88 of the Lisbon Treaty under Chapter V on Police Cooperation, and its legal mandate establishes the agency as a law-enforcement body. However, the sharing of information with Europol by national intelligence services not only potentially compromises the agency’s integrity, it also renders indistinguishable the boundaries of what is police cooperation and what is intelligence at EU level. The tendency reflects the merging of police, military and intelligence logics and practices that we’ve seen at national level in the operation of large-scale surveillance programmes (see section 2) and creates a legal insecurity and uncertainty in the actions of EU agencies. This could partly be addressed during the forthcoming revision of Europol’s legal mandate, in order to ensure greater accountability and oversight of this agency’s actions. Despite claims as to the necessity of such non-transparency/autonomy as being central to the functioning of EU home affairs agencies, the application of a ‘balanced approach’ is not applicable in light of the profound implications the activities of these agencies hold for human rights and liberties.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations: Implications of Large Scale Surveillance for Freedom, Fundamental Rights, Democracy and Sovereignty in the EU

4.1. General conclusions

This note argues that the various programmes involving practices of large-scale surveillance have to be carefully examined from a fundamental rights perspective. The implications are far-reaching and go beyond the traditional dilemma between the rights of citizens to data protection and the right of the state to depart from the rule of law in the name of national security. They raise questions about the fundamental character of our political regimes and the nature of sovereignty.

As we have explained in section 2, what is at stake is not an opposition between the USA and Europe. What is at stake is what is done with the data gathered by intelligence services when large-scale surveillance is taking place: is it “targeted” surveillance, or “mass-surveillance”? Most European services involved in the fight against terrorism and organised crime have used the large-scale collection of metadata as a way to ‘connect the dots’ between the activities of suspects in criminal investigations. They have used surveillance in order to reconstitute networks of possible suspects associated with their main target, drawing both on real-time and stored data. In this case, even if large-scale collection is taking place, it may be considered as ‘targeted surveillance’. Based on warrants and on clear purposes that can be overseen at a later date, it can be justified. This is the kind of surveillance that the legal framework of the EU-US Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAA) has organised. Even if some lawyers consider that this scope is already a problem for data protection and privacy, this agreement at the very least allows room for negotiation.

However, the case of European services collaborating with the NSA through the different surveillance programmes is markedly different. These collaborations have been kept secret and go beyond the legality of the agreements in place. They may have implied forms of spying activities against European companies in favour of US companies. One can also presume they may have breached the solidarity principle between European countries in favour of other alliances, notably by sending data of other European citizens without the knowledge of their own state to the NSA and its allies of the enlarged ‘Five Eyes’ network. One can wonder if routine practices have exceeded mere targeted surveillance and whether intelligence services have violated principles of rule of law. The questions remain: How far does this surveillance go? How are the data obtained by such surveillance exploited?

Once extracted, data may be used for multiple purposes either by intelligence services, Internet providers or their subcontractors. Some journalists and observers have pointed out that large-scale surveillance expands the number of persons put on watch lists around the world, with the tendency to consider that the best platform for watch lists is one with the “most people in it”, without further considering the quality of the information on which such lists are based. To what extent can these forms of profiling and strategic surveillance be considered as data-mining?

It seems that NSA surveillance programmes resemble the TIA: they are multi-purpose, warrantless and may imply forms of data-mining. They are not just anti-terrorist programmes set up to detect plotters working against the national interests of the United States – despite the US Director of National Intelligence’s claim that this was the case.110 We still do not know if it is the case or not, but if data-mining and predictive analytics are involved, the analysis of the different programmes involving large-scale surveillance cannot be reduced to a question of a balance between security and privacy, nor to a

question of asymmetry of sovereignties in diplomatic alliances. It is a question of whether security measures are putting democracy at risk. A first challenge for the future is therefore to discuss the legitimacy of such programmes and to prevent the path leading to data mining.

A second challenge is to assess the efficiency of this type of surveillance. At a very pragmatic level, large-scale surveillance appears to have strong limitations and is certainly not key in crime prevention. Such surveillance creates a double tendency. The first tendency is to collect data extensively and retain them over a long period of time in order to establish trends that facilitate big-data correlations and hierarchies. The question of data retention is thus significant, and raises considerable legal challenges. The second tendency is to create additional categories that encapsulate series of criteria of profiling, in order to target specific groups of individuals that can be managed by human beings. The question of human resources managing these data thus becomes an important one too. These retention and selection processes are supposedly in place to ensure the quality of the information, whereas the sheer quantity can generate errors (false negatives and false positives). However, one can easily see that even if algorithms can help to connect a series of elements, this will not necessarily give a meaningful result in terms of prevention. Even if cyber surveillance can help to ‘connect the dots’, most of the time such gathering of information becomes meaningful only after a specific event has occurred, not before. Stella Remington, former Director General of MI5, illustrated this point with reference to the Boston bombings in April 2013. She explained that despite the fact that the intelligence services in Boston had information on the Chechen perpetrators, they were unable to anticipate the attack and therefore the services in charge could not be held responsible for what happened. She explicitly made the point that, even with computer programmes, it was not possible to put under effective surveillance a group of people with less than five agents on each case. In light of the numerous uncertainties that surround cyber/communications surveillance, she also expressed doubts and concerns about the cost of investments in this kind of surveillance, as it is impossible to “keep tabs on every suspect”. In addition mass surveillance via data-mining may be a strategy for retrofitting evidence into a case after having exercised undue surveillance, possibly resulting in disrupting the process of criminal justice rather than accelerating it. In that case, large-scale surveillance is not oriented towards finding evidence, but towards an array of presumptions, which are justified ex-post through allegations of contacts between individuals that may be removed from each other by three levels of association.

A third challenge is to revisit US-EU relationships in the field of surveillance. At a diplomatic level, the US largely dominates the diplomacy of surveillance, in ways that clearly disrupt the cohesion of the EU in the field. The US surveillance agencies have maintained a matrix of cooperation inherited from the cold war with three different layers:

- The ‘Five Eyes’ network (US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand) originated from a 1946 multilateral agreement for cooperation in signals intelligence, with which the US partly cooperates in collecting information and sharing results. The network has extended over time in terms of tasks (e.g. Echelon) and in terms of privileged partners. These include Sweden, which permits Five Eyes to gain access to internet cables from the Baltic states and Russia, as well as the special relationship of Five Eyes with Israel, which gives the network access to the Middle East region.

- A selection of EU countries with whom the US engages both in ad hoc collaboration but against whom campaigns of offensive espionage are also conducted (France, Germany, Italy, Benelux and Switzerland, Poland); in terms of

112 Ibid.
collaborations, the DGSE in Paris was the node of a different network of 6 countries called Alliance base, regrouping four of the five eyes, but adding France and Germany. Alliance base is believed to have ended in 2009 because of tensions between the French and the US. The US and France have issued mutual accusations of illicit economic espionage against the other.

- The other countries of Europe, Middle East and South America, which the US considers simply as targets for their operations and are not included in any collaborative process.

We deceive ourselves in thinking that the EU member states as a whole and moreover the EU institutions (the Council and the European Commission) can become a strong partner in negotiations with the US in the field of surveillance, despite the efforts of the EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator. Moreover, EU member states have a different attitude towards collaborating with the US in terms of intelligence. This is reflected in their different member states’ national laws that explicitly protect the collaboration between their services and the US from investigation. Therefore, large-scale communications surveillance reveals strong asymmetries at the international level.

A fourth challenge for the future is how to tackle the involvement of private actors in these surveillance programmes. Private actors have now become a significant part of the large-scale surveillance, and play a key mediation role between the state and citizens’ rights. The development of transnational platforms of exchange of information, and the participation of private actors at all stages of the process should receive the full attention of the European Parliament. The rights of citizens, but also of consumers are at stake here. As demonstrated in a previous study for the European Parliament dedicated to cloud computing, the set of relationships currently defining cloud computing technologies and crime prevention encompasses negotiations and tensions between public authorities and private entities. In this set of relationships, data protection and privacy are often objects of negotiation to the detriment of individuals’ rights.

In any case, it appears clear that, in a democracy, large-scale surveillance restructures the very notion of security and protection of human beings as well as the conception we have of freedom and fundamental rights. The types of profiling that large-scale surveillance generates is highly discriminatory and disrupts social cohesion. Eminent sociologists have convincingly argued that the use of statistics over specific groups of population not only undermines the idea that diversity is perfectly legitimate and desirable in a free society, but also leads to discrimination and stigmatisation. Meeting the challenges underlined above are paramount for the future of our democracies, and will be with us for some time. Ignoring them would inevitably create room for new scandals and de-legitimise all the actors involved. A lack of action on the part of the European institutions will not help put an end to the controversy, while silence could be interpreted as a form of complicity.

The French Ligue des Droits de l’Homme has already taken action. As they underlined, these activities are no longer within the scope of anti-terrorist and counter-intelligence activities: they are a form of “fraudulent access and retention in an automated data processing system” with “illegal collection of personal data”, “violation of intimacy and privacy”.


privacy" and “violations of the confidentiality of correspondence”. Other NGOs have suggested the link with cyber theft of identities. Could these surveillance activities be considered as forms of cyber crime? Rob Wainwright, Director of Europol, immediately argued that Europol “[has] no mandate to investigate any allegations of unauthorised activities by governments”. This significantly contrasts with Europol’s retroactive position concerning the cyber-attack against Estonia, allegedly carried out by Chinese intelligence services.

National security is not the exclusive property of intelligence communities or national governments. National security interests are subject to supra-national democratic rule-of-law processes and standards, which now include human rights instruments/actors (ECHR) and post-national (fundamental rights) institutions like the European Union and its fundamental rights acquis. It could be argued that large-scale surveillance practices in EU member states constitute a systematic and persistent breach of the Union’s values as foreseen in Article 7 TEU. Viviane Reding implicitly brought what is occurring in the UK under the remits of Article 7 TEU by stating that:

… you certainly have noted that when a journalist is put under pressure in one of our Eastern Member States, Foreign Ministers from Germany, Britain, France, Sweden and Finland get very excited and ask the Commission to intervene. The European Parliament immediately calls for a plenary debate and tables a motion for a resolution condemning this incident. But we received not a single call from all these Foreign Ministers and all these Parliamentarians when Mr Miranda was arrested at the airport in London three weeks ago. Or when the Guardian had to destroy certain evidence on request of the British government.

The controversies raised by the recent revelations will not vanish easily, even if legal actions and concrete initiatives may take time. The action, or the lack thereof, of the European Parliament will be watched carefully. With the European elections approaching, one should not underestimate the consequences this could have on voters: there is indeed a possible rise of European parties that advocate less power for EU institutions, precisely because the latter are seen as ineffective to protect their citizens and the residents living in the EU. The Commission has already asked the Director of the NSA and the UK representative in Brussels to account for what has happened. Letters have been sent but no answers have been received. The credibility of the Commission itself is at stake, and more generally that of the EU institutions.

4.2. Policy Recommendations

The following recommendations explore possibilities for the European Parliament to fully exercise its responsibility to safeguard EU citizens’ rights.

Recommendation 1. The European Parliament should use the powers as its disposal to require explanations from the US and to further investigate EU member state collaboration with the NSA.

---

It could, for instance, ask for immediate suspensions of some existing agreements, such as the TFTP Agreement.\textsuperscript{119} It is also possible to reschedule the agenda for the negotiations for the US-EU Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).

The European Parliament could also re-introduce proposals that were discarded after intense lobbying by the US administration. The “anti-FISA clause” (the proposed Article 42 of the Data protection regulation draft\textsuperscript{120}), in particular, would have nullified any US request for technology and telecoms companies to hand over data on EU citizens.

Finally, the European Parliament could launch an enquiry on the specific network of intelligence agencies that are working with the NSA in Europe in order to analyse more in detail what is the nature and the scale of their cooperation. A key element would be to assess if the transnational governmental networks that have a transatlantic dimension are engaging in a sort of ‘privacy shopping’ by exchanging targets of surveillance in order to use the loopholes created in many national privacy laws by the existing differences in terms of protection regarding the nationality or/and territory criteria of the surveillance (foreign intelligence justification).

\textbf{Recommendation 2. A ‘professional code for the transnational management of data’ within the EU should be set up, including guidelines on how this code would apply to EU partners}

Such a code could limit the unlawful practices of intelligence services without undermining their efficiency. Sir David Omand, former Director of GCHQ in 1996-97, has proposed a series of best practices that could be implemented so that intelligence services act with full respect of democratic rules.\textsuperscript{121} These elements are central if a red line has to be agreed on, taking into account all the actors involved. These principles raised by Sir David could be used as a ‘professional’ charter, applied to all the services involved in the access to European data:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{There must be sufficient sustainable cause.} Any tendency for the secret world to encroach into areas unjustified by the scale of potential harm to national interests has to be checked.
  \item \textbf{There must be integrity of motive.} No hidden agendas: the integrity of the whole system throughout the intelligence process must be assured, from collection to analysis and presentation.
  \item \textbf{The methods used must be proportionate.} Their likely impact must be proportionate to the harm that is sought to prevent, for example by using only the minimum intrusion necessary into the private affairs of others.
  \item \textbf{There must be right and lawful authority.} There must be the right level of sign-off on sensitive operations, with accountability up a recognised chain of command to permit effective oversight.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{119} The freezing or termination of the TFTP Agreement with the United States was raised by MEPs during a hearing of the LIBE Committee on 24 September 2013 (see www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news­room/content/20130923IPR20604/html/MEPs-raise-suspension-of-EU-US-bank-data-deal).

\textsuperscript{120} “Article 42 requires for transfers to third countries, where no adequacy decision has been adopted by the Commission, to adduce appropriate safeguards, in particular standard data protection clauses, binding corporate rules and contractual clauses. The possibility of making use of Commission standard data protection clauses is based on Article 26(4) of Directive 95/46/EC. As a new component, such standard data protection clauses may now also be adopted by a supervisory authority and be declared generally valid by the Commission. Binding corporate rules are now specifically mentioned in the legal text. The option of contractual clauses gives certain flexibility to the controller or processor, but is subject to prior authorisation by supervisory authorities.” Proposal for a Regulation on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation) (http://bit.ly/1hZGREt).

There must be a reasonable prospect of success. All intelligence operations need careful risk management, and before approval is given there has to be consideration of the likelihood of unintended consequences and the impact if the operation were to be exposed or otherwise go wrong.

Recourse to secret intelligence must be a last resort. There should be no reasonable alternative way of acquiring the information by non-secret methods.¹²²

An additional principle should be: one should not confuse suspicious criminal activities with different lifestyles. This principle is central, not only because the fairness of criminal systems in our democracies is too often destabilised by such mixing, but also because a police state can easily emerge from this confusion.¹²³ Freedom of thought, opinion and expression is at stake here. Bans on some specific modalities of data mining have to be explored, along similar lines to those examined by the US Congress in 2003: the Data Mining Moratorium Act (S. 188) proposed by Sen. Russ Feingold (D-WI) and the Citizens' Protection in Federal Databases Act (S. 1484) proposed by Sen. Ron Wyden (D-OR). This has been reactivated recently with the Amash amendment, narrowly defeated, which would have required the NSA to limit its telephone data collection only to individuals “under investigation”.¹²⁴

Recommendation 3. The EP should submit a Proposal on limitation of actions of private contractors while keeping in mind the free circulation of the Internet and the possibility of a European Privacy Cloud (EPC).

As was recently recognised by the European Commission in the memo entitled “What does the Commission mean by secure Cloud computing services in Europe?”,¹²⁵ the EU needs to develop its own capacities in terms of cloud computing, in order to guarantee what we could define as a European Privacy Cloud (EPC). It is clear that the modalities of the US-EU Safe Harbour agreement, presented by the US as a guarantee in terms of privacy have been gravely violated. All companies involved in the PRISM scandal (Apple, Google, Yahoo, Facebook, etc.) were members of the Safe Harbour agreement. The data protection Directive regarding the access of private providers who are routing European data to the US via cloud computing has to be revised.

A Canadian proposal may be worth exploring. This proposal elaborates a ‘route tracking device’, which allows internet clients to choose fast or ‘secure’ routes for sending emails or other communications.¹²⁶ Such a proposal would oblige the companies to offer the option to all European countries’ internet users in order to keep their internal communications and data storage in Europe. If the US companies do not propose this option, they would be obliged to warn the visitors on their websites. European companies may be required to do the same and to sign a code of privacy agreement respectful of the European Charter of Human Rights. Another possibility is to ask to the open source community of software developers to find a way to organise the equivalent of what is offered by the big nine companies today.

All users, whatever their nationality, should be equally protected. Internet users should have equal rights over the confidentiality of their correspondence. Such a right is not contrary to legitimate claims of the different services for their missions concerning crime and national security.

---

¹²² Ibid.
¹²⁴ Read more: http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/why-the-nsa-collects-everyones-phone-records/#ixzz2i3coVI9Y
Recommendation 4. The European Parliament should ensure that certain key provisions in the draft data protection Regulation are maintained during negotiations with Council.

The recent vote in the LIBE Committee of the European Parliament on the general data protection Regulation on 21 October 2013 has unveiled some key proposals as regards data transfers to non-EU countries that still need to be confirmed during the negotiations with member states before becoming law. The current Article 43a states that, if a third country asks a firm or organisation to disclose personal data processed in the EU, the firm or organisation needs to obtain permission from the national data protection authority and inform the person concerned before transferring any data. Failure to comply with this safeguard incurs sanctions (current Article 79 of the Regulation): for organisations, written warnings may be issued for less serious breaches, or the organisation might be subject to a data protection audit; for companies the sanctions might take the form of a fine of up to €100 million or 5% of annual worldwide turnover, whichever is greater. When imposing these penalties, the data-protection authorities would have to take into account aggravating factors such as the duration of the breach, its negligent or repetitive character, willingness to cooperate and the magnitude of damage done. It is crucial that the European Parliament considers such provisions as ‘red lines’ during the inter-institutional negotiations on the final text of the Regulation.

Recommendation 5. The European Parliament should propose the establishment of a policy infrastructure at EU level capable of ensuring effective follow-up of intelligence revelations.

There is a need for the European Parliament to reflect critically about the EU’s institutional capacity to deal with recurrent breaches by EU and foreign intelligence agencies that clearly impinge on the rights and freedoms of European citizens. Lessons should be learned from the Echelon affair to ensure that a more systematic and sustainable policy infrastructure is put into place that can ensure genuine follow-up in the wake of intelligence scandals.

Consideration should be given to the possibility of establishing a common model of European cooperation on intelligence exchange and sharing between EU member states and with third countries, which would be particularly concerned with refusing to cooperate in cases where the information was obtained through unlawful treatment of the individual. The model should also foresee more legal certainty concerning the kind of information that is exchanged, and the parameters for it to be considered as ‘intelligence’, as well as a common legal definition of ‘law enforcement authorities’ that would clearly differentiate the roles of intelligence services and other law enforcement (police) authorities. This common model should be closely, carefully and democratically monitored at both the national and European levels. As previous research has proposed, a ‘yellow-card, red-card system’ could be adopted, in which transmission of tainted information in breach of the common accord would first be signalled by a warning (a ‘yellow card’) and if repeated, by exclusion (a ‘red card’) from the information-sharing network.

A committee at the European level led by the European Counter-Terrorist Coordinator could be set up to address possibilities for applying EU principles in the field of data protection, privacy and collective freedoms and to propose the basis for a transatlantic digital bill of rights concerning all data subjects, regardless of their nationality. In order to be credible, it should gather not only policy-makers, but also Internet providers as well as researchers and civil society representatives.

The participation of national parliaments should be also foreseen, in light of the Brussels Declaration that emphasised the need to create a “European Intelligence Review Agencies Knowledge Network” (EIRAN), with the main goal of improving democratic accountability of the intelligence and security services in Europe. The European Parliament could use the European Parliament’s inter-parliamentary arrangement with national parliaments for sharing information on ‘good’ and ‘bad’ practices in the scrutiny of law enforcement authorities and intelligence services and the state of affairs in domestic inquiries.128

Recommendation 6. The European Parliament should exercise its powers to promote minimum standards set by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).

The EU and the Council of Europe are not excluded from intervening in matters of national security when they affect human rights and fundamental freedoms of European citizens and all those affected by their government’s security practices.

The European Court of Human Rights has developed a substantial body of jurisprudence on what constitutes interference prescribed by the law in the context of secret surveillance and information-gathering, which effectively establishes a set of criteria for determining the lawfulness of secret surveillance and interference of communications. The European Parliament should examine these minimum safeguards and reflect on how further value could be given to those standards within the EU legal system in order to ensure that they become an integral part in defining the ‘red line’ that intelligence services in democratic regimes cannot cross when they use large-scale surveillance.

A new study should be conducted to explore in detail the legal implications of ECtHR jurisprudence on intelligence-related activities over the EU’s Internal Security Strategy and EU home affairs activities. Closer cooperation between the European Parliament and the Council of Europe (and its Parliamentary Assembly, PACE) would also be welcomed here.

Recommendation 7. Ensure more effective scrutiny and monitoring of EU home affairs agencies in the field of security and information exchange.

There are no mechanisms in place to ensure that EU home affairs agencies such as Europol (and Intsen in so far as it can be classified as an EU ‘agency’) have not received, processed or used information or intelligence that was illegally obtained by national authorities or third countries.

The forthcoming revision of Europol’s mandate should be taken as an opportunity to address the accountability issues raised above. An independent evaluation could also be conducted about the extent to which any EU agencies may have known or received any sort of information relating to large-scale surveillance programmes by the EU member states. To understand the risks of EU home affairs agency (indirect) involvement in programmes of communications surveillance, a mapping could be undertaken of the points of intersection of national (intelligence) and law enforcement agencies that may have been involved in large-scale surveillance and the EU intelligence or information-exchange architecture. These points of intersection should be subjected to sensitive, democratic, legal and judicial controls.

As a means to ensure democratic accountability and oversight, the European Parliament could establish a special (permanent) inter-parliamentary committee on EU regulatory agencies, with a special focus on EU home affairs agencies working in the field of security and information exchange for law-enforcement purposes. This committee could be run by the European Parliament’s LIBE Committee, with the participation of other relevant

128 See also Carrera et al. (2012), Ibid.
committees and representatives from corresponding committees of national parliaments. Its mandate would include the possibility of setting up ‘confidential working groups’ that would have access to the secret/non-publicly disclosed information. It should have the power, resources and expertise to initiate and conduct its own investigations and inquiries, as well as full and unhindered access to the information, officials and installations necessary to fulfil its mandate.

**Recommendation 8. European Parliament to explore the potential for an EU-level protection for whistle-blowers.**

Consideration should be given to whether systematic protection for whistle-blowers could be introduced in the EU-level legal framework, potentially including strong guarantees of immunity and asylum.

**Recommendation 9. Further research should be commissioned by the European Parliament on large-scale surveillance practices by EU member states.**

The evidence presented in this paper opens a set of new and pressing questions on the activities of European intelligence services and their compatibility with EU law, demonstrating that further research is needed in this area. The European Parliament should commission an in-depth research study to examine the specific features and techniques of large-scale surveillance by EU member states, and their lawfulness under current domestic legal regimes as well as their compatibility with EU legal principles and standards.
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ANNEX 1 - The EU member states practices in the context of the revelations of NSA large scale operations

This Annex draws together the available evidence to shed light on potential programmes of large-scale surveillance being conducted by the intelligence services of EU member states. It seeks to establish whether PRISM-like surveillance programmes exist in the EU. Do surveillance programmes run by EU member states share commonalities with those executed by the NSA? How do they compare in terms of scale, technical features and the degree of accountability and oversight characterising their implementation?

The Annex does not attempt to make a new, comprehensive assessment of the surveillance practices of every EU member state but rather selects for in-depth assessment five countries where the available evidence (via investigative journalism, academic analysis or official documentation) indicates the use of electronic surveillance practices that go beyond traditional, targeted surveillance for intelligence purposes. These five countries are the UK, Sweden, France, Germany and the Netherlands. Each member state is examined with the following criteria in mind: the basic technical features of large-scale surveillance programmes; stated purpose of programmes, targets and types of data collected; actors involved in collection and use, including evidence of cooperation with the private sector; cooperation or exchange of data with foreign intelligence services, including the NSA; and the legal framework and oversight governing the execution of the programme(s).

1. UK

Of the five member states examined, the evidence suggests that the UK government is engaged by far in the most extensive large-scale surveillance activities in the EU.

Internet surveillance in the UK is primarily carried out by the agency known as the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), which produces signals intelligence (SIGINT) for the UK government. GCHQ is mandated to work "in the interests of national security, with particular reference to the defence and foreign policies of Her Majesty’s government; in the interests of the economic wellbeing of the United Kingdom; and in support of the prevention and the detection of serious crime". \(^{130}\) In budgetary terms GCHQ receives the greatest investment of all the UK’s intelligence services (approximately £1 billion annually) and its human resources are twice the size of the workforce of MI5 and MI6 combined (6,000 staff). \(^ {131}\)

The disclosures by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden and revelations in the US and European press, particularly The Guardian newspaper, have provided a much broader understanding of the depth and range of GCHQ’s activities than experts previously had access to. These reports describe a range of programmes and projects linked to the large-scale access, processing and storage of data that fall within the overarching framework of a GCHQ project named by the agency ‘Mastering the Internet’ (MTI). \(^ {132}\)

Reports indicate a budget of over £1 billion devoted to the MTI project over a three-year

---

129 Data presented here is primarily based on revelations published in press reports, testimonies to the European Parliament Inquiry on electronic surveillance of EU citizens and the expert witness statement of Dr. Ian Brown, Associate Director of Oxford University’s Cyber Security Centre.

130 Intelligence Services Act (ISA) 1994.


creating capacities for the interception, storage and processing of data on a par with, and potentially even exceeding that of, the NSA with whom it works in close cooperation.

1.1. Programme(s) for large-scale surveillance

Potentially the most far-reaching of the programmes run by GCHQ within the MTI project is the so-called ‘Tempora programme’. According to disclosures by The Guardian newspaper, the UK is engaged in the routine interception of undersea cables for the purpose of capturing internet content. Reports allege that GCHQ has placed data interceptors on approximately 200 of the UK-based fibre-optic cables that transmit Internet data into and out of the British Isles carrying data to Western Europe from telephone exchanges and Internet servers in North America.\(^ {134}\) The Tempora programme is estimated to be around five years old, having first been developed and piloted in 2009 and operational since at least early 2012.\(^ {135}\)

The technique of directly tapping the fibre-optic cables entering and exiting the UK (known as Special Source Exploitation) appears to have given GCHQ access to unprecedented quantities of information. In terms of scale, leaked official documents claim that by 2012, GCHQ was able to process data from at least 46 fibre-optic cables at any one time, giving the agency the possibility to intercept, in principal, more than 21 petabytes of data a day.\(^ {136}\) This is estimated to have contributed to a 7,000% increase in the amount of personal data available to GCHQ from internet and mobile traffic in the past five years and given the UK the biggest Internet access in 'Five Eyes'.\(^ {137}\) Data are understood to be stored at underground storage centres at GCHQ headquarters in Cheltenham, and potentially other agency sites (GCHQ’s sister base in Bude, Cornwall as well as another unnamed base outside of the UK).\(^ {138}\)

The data intercepted and processed consist both of ‘content’ – referring to recordings of phone calls, content of email messages, entries on Facebook, histories of an Internet user’s access to websites, etc. – as well as ‘metacontent’ – data recording the means of creation of transmitted data, the time and date of its creation, its creator and location where it was created.\(^ {139}\) Content intercepted by Tempora is kept for up to three days, while metacontent is stored for up to 30 days. Around 300 GCHQ and 250 NSA operatives are charged with analysing the data intercepted by Tempora.\(^ {140}\)

Both content and metacontent are filtered using a technique called Massive Volume Reduction (MVR). Approximately 30% of the data is removed early in the process, classified as ‘high-volume, low-value’ traffic (consisting for instance of peer-to-peer
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133 C. Williams, “Jacqui’s secret plan to master the internet”, The Register, 3 May 2009 (www.theregister.co.uk/2009/05/03/gchq_mti/).


135 Ibid.

136 A petabyte is approximately 1,000 terabytes, which in turn is 1,000 gigabytes. The comparison made by The Guardian was that this is equivalent to sending all the books in the British Library 192 times every 24 hours.
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music, film and computer programme downloads). The remaining data are searched using so-called ‘selectors’, which can include keywords, email addresses and phone numbers of targeted individuals. There are approximately 40,000 such selectors identified by GCHQ.141

The objectives underpinning this mass collection of data and the individuals targeted are ambiguous, and as yet they are not clearly delineated in the documents and reported disclosures. According to an intelligence source quoted by The Guardian, the criteria governing the use of selectors to search and filter the data relate to security, terrorism, organised crime and economic well-being.142 An internal GCHQ memo dated October 2011 stated: “[Our] targets boil down to diplomatic/military/commercial targets/terrorists/organised criminals and e-crime/cyber actors.”143

In principal, the UK legal framework allows Tempora only to target ‘external’ communications, in other words communications between non-UK residents, or between a UK resident and a non-UK resident. However, in practice, given that a substantial proportion of internal UK communications is routed offshore, all internet users are potential targets of the Tempora programme, both British citizens (and UK residents) as well as non-British citizens and residents. As the UK is an important landing point for the vast majority of transatlantic fibre-optic cables, the monitoring of these cables means that a large proportion of communications from around the world would be intercepted.144

Details concerning the logistical operation of the Tempora programme imply some cooperation with private-sector telecommunications companies. On 2 August 2013, the Süddeutsche newspaper published the names of the commercial companies cooperating with GCHQ and providing access to their customer’s data within the Tempora programme.145 The newspaper cited seven companies (BT, Vodafone Cable, Verizon Business, Global Crossing, Level 3, Viatel and Interroute), referred to as ‘intercept partners’, which together operate a large proportion of the undersea fibre-optic internet cables.146 Allegations claim that companies are paid for logistical and technical assistance and are obliged to cooperate under the 1984 Telecommunications Act. Spokespersons of the companies concerned have stated that they are legally obliged to cooperate, and all cooperation is in accordance with European and national laws.147 Allegations have also been made that GCHQ has accessed cables without the consent or knowledge of the companies that own or operate them.148

The Guardian’s reports on the Tempora programme have been verified and deemed credible by external experts, such as Ian Brown, member of the UK Information Commissioner’s Technology Reference Panel. According to Dr. Brown’s statement in the application to the European Court of Human Rights Big Brother Watch and others vs. the United Kingdom:

The Guardian reports appear to me to be credible. Some of the details have been confirmed by the US government, and by previous leaks (including by statements by former senior NSA officials such as William Binney.) Much of the technology used (such

141 The NSA has reportedly identified 31,000 selectors. Ibid.
142 Ibid.
144 Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No: 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights.
145 J. Goetz and F. Obermaier (2013), “Snowden enthüllt Namen der spähenden Telekomfirmen”, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 2 August. The paper’s exposé was based on information it had seen on an internal GCHQ powerpoint slide from 2009.
146 Goetz and Obermaier (2013), op. cit.
as optical splitter equipment) is commercially available. The budgetary resources required fit within the publicly known budgets of the UK and US intelligence agencies.\(^{149}\)

Another key dimension of GCHQ’s large-scale surveillance activity that has emerged from The Guardian’s disclosures is the UK’s participation in the PRISM programme. Following press revelations concerning the US surveillance activities and programmes operated by the NSA (see section 1 of this study), The Guardian reported that the US shares information it obtains via the PRISM programme with the UK authorities. According to reports, GCHQ has had access to the data gathered under the PRISM programme since June 2010 and generated 197 intelligence reports from this data in 2012. It has been subsequently presumed that GCHQ also has access to wider information obtained by NSA surveillance activities under section 1881a, including material that is directly intercepted from so-called ‘upstream collection’ – the direct interception of communications as they pass through fibre-optic cables and electronic infrastructures of telecommunication companies or online service providers in the US (and potentially around the world).\(^{150}\)

Privacy advocacy groups and experts have claimed that through its access to US programmes such as PRISM, the UK is able to obtain information about UK citizens’ or residents’ internal communications that would otherwise be out of bounds to UK intelligence agencies without first obtaining a warrant under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA). The allegations that this cooperation has effectively allowed the UK authorities to circumvent the UK legal regime have been investigated by the ISC and are further discussed in section 1.3 of this Annex.

Leaked documents have also cited a decryption programme named ‘Edgehill’. On 6 September 2013, The Guardian published a report alleging that GCHQ has been cooperating with a 10-year programme by the NSA against encryption technologies.\(^{151}\) According to documents seen by The Guardian, a GCHQ pilot programme attempted to establish a system that could identify encrypted traffic from its internet cable-tapping programmes (e.g. Tempora). Reports indicate that the decryption programme, named ‘Edgehill’, was seen as critical in maintaining the strategic advantage that GCHQ has gained with its Tempora programme, as large internet providers began increasingly to encrypt their communications traffic.

GCHQ documents show that Edgehill’s initial aim was to decode the encrypted traffic certified by three major (unnamed) internet companies and 30 types of Virtual Private Network (VPN), used by businesses to provide secure remote access to their systems. It is reported that by 2015, GCHQ hoped to have cracked the codes used by 15 major internet companies and 300 VPNs. The Guardian also claims that analysts on the Edgehill project were working on ways into the networks of major webmail providers as part of the decryption project.

Documents leaked by Edward Snowden have also indicated that the UK has engaged in GCHQ-coordinated offensive operations aimed at diplomatic or economic espionage.

\(^{149}\) Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No: 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights.


Internal GCHQ powerpoint slides published by The Guardian in June 2013 indicated that GCHQ intercepted the phones and monitored internet use of foreign politicians and diplomats taking part in two G20 summit meetings in London in 2009.

In September 2013, Der Spiegel published revelations that GCHQ coordinated a project code-named ‘Operation Socialist’ which saw a cyber-attack against the Belgian telecoms company Belgacom. During the European Parliament hearing of 3 October 2013, Belgacom Vice-President Geert Standaert stated that the ‘spyware’, discovered in June 2013, had penetrated 124 of its 26,000 IT systems. Belgacom executives indicated that the scale and sophistication of the attack implied a state actor, but neither confirmed nor denied allegations alluding to GCHQ’s involvement.

In addition to the main disclosures relating to GCHQ large-scale surveillance activities discussed above, other programmes about which less is known have come to light. These include the so-called ‘Global Telecoms Exploitation’ programme which is understood to also be conducted through tapping fibre-optic cables and which allows GCHQ to handle 600 million ‘telephone events’ each day.

Further, documents leaked to The Guardian reveal a ‘mobile’ project designed to exploit mobile devices, collecting voice, sms and geo-locations as well as the additional functionalities that come with smartphones, such as emails, internet searches and social media posts. Internal GCHQ documents underscore the importance of this project in order to keep pace with the increased use of smart phones. It is estimated that 90% of all internet traffic will come from mobile phones by 2015.

According to The Guardian, it had seen documents which make it clear that “GCHQ was now capable of ‘attacking’ hundreds of apps, and a ‘mobile capability map’ from June last year stated the agency had found ways of looking at the search patterns, emails and conversations on many commonly used phone services.”

1.2. Cooperation with foreign intelligence services

Evidence that has come to public attention over the past four months indicates a close working relationship between the NSA and GCHQ on mass cyber-surveillance activities. This concerns both data and intelligence-sharing but also in the collaborative development of pilot programmes and technologies. For example, early internal GCHQ documents describing Tempora initially referred to this programme as “a joint GCHQ/NSA
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155 MacAskill et al. (2013), op. cit. Also Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No. 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights.
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research initiative”.\textsuperscript{158} Reports also allege close cooperation between GCHQ and NSA in the development of decryption technologies.\textsuperscript{159}

In terms of data and intelligence-sharing, the UK appears to conduct a substantial and routine reciprocal relationship of data exchange with the US authorities. Reflecting the details of the UK’s access to PRISM data outlined in section 2.1.2 in the main report, a UK government paper that set out the views of GCHQ in the wake of the 2010 strategic defence and security review admitted that 60% of the UK’s high-value intelligence “is based on either NSA end-product or derived from NSA collection” (end product referring to official reports that are distillations of raw intelligence.)\textsuperscript{160}

Similarly, the UK is reported to provide access to the data collected through the Tempora and other programmes, available to the NSA, with Guardian reports implying that while the UK had the means to collect huge amounts of data through Tempora and its access to undersea internet cables, the NSA could provide the resources (850,000 operatives) and technologies to process and analyse that data. An internal report explained that “GCHQ and NSA avoid processing the same data twice and proactively seek to converge technical solutions and processing architectures.”\textsuperscript{161}

The degree of cooperation between the two agencies is reflected in revelations exposing the details of the NSA payments to GCHQ in the last years. The Guardian reports that the payments, which are set out in GCHQ’s annual ‘investment portfolios’ seen by the newspaper, show that the US government has paid at least £100 million to the UK spy agency GCHQ over the last three years. The papers show that NSA gave GCHQ £22.9 million in 2009. The following year the NSA’s contribution increased to £39.9 million, of which £17.2 million was allocated for the agency’s Mastering the Internet project. The NSA also paid £15.5 million towards redevelopments at GCHQ’s sister site in Bude, Cornwall, which intercepts communications from the transatlantic cables that carry internet traffic. In 2011-12, the NSA paid another £34.7 million to GCHQ.\textsuperscript{162}

1.3. Legal framework and oversight

\textit{1.3.1. Legal framework}

Surveillance of communications in the UK are carried out within the legal framework established by the UK’s 2000 Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA). The warranting process under RIPA falls under two separate regimes, depending on the types of data accessed. Interception of content is authorised by a warrant signed by the Secretary of State specifying an individual or premises and is valid for 3-6 months.\textsuperscript{163} Access to ‘communications data’ is regulated under a separate Chapter of RIPA and permits some agencies to self-authorise access to some of this data.\textsuperscript{164} ‘Communications data’ are here defined in relatively vague terms and refers to ‘traffic data’ that includes identities of individuals and equipment as well as location details, routing information and signalling information.\textsuperscript{165}

158. MacAskill et al. (2013), op. cit.
159 Ball, Borger and Greenwald (2013), op. cit.
160 Hopkins and Borger (2013), op. cit.
161 MacAskill et al. (2013), op. cit.
162 Hopkins and Borger (2013), op. cit.
163 Part 1, Chapter 1 of RIPA, 2000.
164 Ibid., Chapter 2. See also Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No: 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights. According to RIPA, communications data can be accessed by a range of government agencies on a broad set of grounds, including in the interests of national security, preventing or detecting crime or disorder, economic well-being and so on, and includes any purpose specified in an order made by the Secretary of State. See S.22(2) RIPA.
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An interception warrant specifying an individual or premises is not needed where UK authorities intercept communications external to the UK. In this scenario, an authorising certificate from the Secretary of State is required which describes the nature/classification of material to be examined.\[^{166}\] It is under the latter legal mechanism by which data exchange with the US, including that implicated in the PRISM programme, as well as Tempora Programme activities are understood to have been authorised.\[^{167}\]

In addition, under the Telecommunications Act 1984, the Secretary of State may give providers of public electronic networks “directions of a general character... in the interests of national security or relations with the government of a country or territory outside the United Kingdom”.\[^{168}\]

Although RIPA is stated to be compatible with the ECHR and includes explicit tests of proportionality and necessity before communications content and metadata may be accessed, experts have noted that “the standards according to which these tests of proportionality are carried out are mainly secret, and applied by the government’s legal advisers and the Secretary of State, with limited oversight.”\[^{169}\]

1.3.2. Oversight

The UK’s intelligence oversight regime is composed of the Intelligence and Security Committee, an Interception of Communications Commissioner (IoCC) and the Investigatory Powers Tribunal.

On 7 June 2013, the Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC)\[^{170}\] issued a statement indicating that it had launched an investigation into allegations that the agency circumvented UK law by using the NSA’s PRISM programme to access the content of private communications within the UK without proper authorisation. On 17 July 2013, the Chairman of the Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament, the Rt Hon Sir Malcolm Rifkind MP, issued a follow-up statement regarding the outcome of those investigations.\[^{171}\] The statement concluded that, after taking detailed evidence from GCHQ, any suggested allegations are “unfounded” and complied with the legal safeguards set out in RIPA. The ISC maintained that “in each case” that it examined, GCHQ had a warrant for interception in accordance with RIPA, although the terms of those warrants have not been published. Experts have concluded from the ISC’s public statements that it was not previously aware of the PRISM Programme. While the ISC concluded that GCHQ has not circumvented the law, it nevertheless acknowledged the need “to consider further whether the current statutory framework governing access to private communications remains adequate”.

An Investigatory Powers Tribunal, appointed from current or former senior members of the judiciary, also exists to explore complaints covering the eligibility of GCHQ activities under RIPA. Both the UK charity Privacy International and the civil rights group Liberty
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\[^{166}\] S.8(4) RIPA.

\[^{167}\] Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No: 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights.

\[^{168}\] S.94 Telecommunications Act.

\[^{169}\] Expert Witness Statement of Ian Brown for Big Brother Watch and Others Re: Large-Scale Internet Surveillance by the UK Application No: 58170/13 to the European Court of Human Rights.

\[^{170}\] The Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament (ISC) is a statutory committee of Parliament that has responsibility for oversight of the UK intelligence community. The Committee was originally established by the Intelligence Services Act 1994. The Committee oversees the intelligence and security activities of the UK, including the policies, expenditure, administration and operations of the Security Service (MI5), the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) and the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). The Committee consists of nine Members drawn from both Houses of Parliament.

have submitted claims to the IPT following the revelations of GCHQ’s activities in PRISM and Tempora.\textsuperscript{172} However, this body has not in the past demonstrated a strong oversight function of GCHQ.\textsuperscript{173}


\textsuperscript{173} In 2004 the IPT received 115 cases in which it found no breach of RIPA or the Human Rights Act 1998. In leaked documents there are implications that GCHQ did not take this oversight mechanism particularly seriously, stating in internal documents leaked to The Guardian newspaper that “so far they have always found in our favour”. (Guardian – “GCHQ taps fibre optic cables”).
2. Sweden

According to revelations by investigative journalists and experts consulted for the purpose of this study, Sweden is becoming an increasingly important partner of the global intelligence network. Signals intelligence operations in Sweden are the responsibility of the National Defence Radio Establishment (FRA). In recent years, reports have emerged alleging that FRA has engaged in operations and programmes for the mass collection of data, with features that resemble in part those pursued by the US NSA and the UK’s GCHQ.

2.1. Programme(s) for large-scale surveillance

Swedish intelligence services have a longstanding history of intercepting signals intelligence, however the past five years have seen allegations emerge stating that the FRA has been engaged in accessing data traffic crossing its borders from fibre-optic internet cables. In 2008 the TV broadcaster SVT reported that FRA was collecting/receiving data from Russia and the Baltic states and forwarding them in bulk to the US. These allegations were recently re-stated during Duncan Campbell’s testimony to the European Parliament Inquiry on Electronic Mass Surveillance of EU Citizens of 5 September 2013, where he alleged that while the Försvarets radioanstalt has been running satellite interception facilities for many years, Sweden’s new internet laws passed in 2009 (FRA law) authorised the agency to monitor all cable-bound communications traffic into and out of Sweden, including emails, text messages and telephone calls. FRA is now alleged to engage in intercepting and storing communications data from fibre-optic cables crossing Swedish borders from the Baltic sea.

The evidence indicates that FRA has been running operations for the ‘upstream’ collection of private data – collecting both the content of messages as well as metadata of communications crossing Swedish borders. The metadata are retained in bulk and stored in a database known as ‘Titan’ for a period of 18 months.

It is understood that interception of these fibre-optic cables involves a legal obligation on communications service providers to transfer all cable communications crossing Swedish borders to specific ‘interaction points’, where the communications service providers surrender the data to the state.
Figure A1. How the FRA processes communication and information


Concerning the profile of individuals targeted by the FRA’s mass data interception programme, the initial targets again appear to be indiscriminate. As in the UK, the bulk retention of data is, under the Swedish legal regime, only meant to cover communications entering or exiting Swedish borders and not internal communications. However, internal communications that have been routed through nodes based outside Swedish territory are likely to also be classified as ‘foreign’ communications and retained for analysis. The Swedish legislative framework regulating the collection of signals intelligence provides that if there is uncertainty whether data are foreign or domestic, the data may be collected and retained.\(^{181}\)

Final (processed) intelligence, described as ‘reports to clients’ is discriminate and does not include citizens in general. The legislation differentiates between ‘defence intelligence operations’ and ‘auxiliary operations’. Defence intelligence operations concern a relatively small fraction of the communications that are deemed to directly relate to external military threats, international terrorism and similar phenomena. The content of such communications associated with such threats is selected and reserved for detailed analysis. By contrast, the ‘auxiliary operations’, which make up the lion’s share of communications intercepted, is analysed as metadata, not content, and are not intended for generating intelligence reports to FRA’s clients.\(^{182}\)

However, academic experts argue that the division between these modes of processing these two kinds of data is not clear-cut. Dr. Klamberg states that this division:

\(^{181}\) Section 2(a) of the Act 2008:717 on signals intelligence.

\(^{182}\) Prop. (Government Bill) 2006/07:63, En anpassad försvarsunderrättelseverksamhet (Adapted Defence Intelligence Operations) (www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/07/83/67/2ee1ba0a.pdf).
...creates the impression that a wall has been erected where the large amounts of traffic data [metadata] collected through the auxiliary operations is used purely for some abstract technical matters and not for intelligence purposes. This is a misconception.\textsuperscript{183}

This misconception is due to the fact that the preparatory works for the Swedish law on signals intelligence state that since the auxiliary operations "aim to facilitate the defence intelligence operations it would not be incompatible with the purpose for which the data is collected that the data is also used to some extent in the defence intelligence operations."\textsuperscript{184}

Second, the preparatory works explain that reports to clients may involve extensive descriptions of meta-data patterns and therefore, despite being intended for auxiliary operations, may also be used for defence intelligence purposes.\textsuperscript{185}

While there is no explicit statement as to which national entities receive the data or resulting intelligence drawn from this programme, according to the Swedish legislative framework, data collected by the FRA may be shared with the following 'customers':\textsuperscript{186}

1) the Government offices (Regeringskansliet)
2) National Police Board (Rikspolisstyrelsen - RPS) which includes the National Bureau of Investigation and the Secret Service
3) the Swedish Agency for Non-Proliferation and Export Controls (Inspektionen för strategiska produkter - ISP)
4) the Defence forces (Försvarsmakten)
5) Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (Försvarsmotes materielverk - FMV),
6) Swedish Defence Research Agency (Totalförsvarets forskningsinstitut - FOI),
7) Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap - MSB)
8) Swedish Customs (Tullverket)

\subsection*{2.2. Cooperation with foreign intelligence services}

There is evidence that FRA may be sharing substantial quantities of the data it collects with foreign intelligence services, including NSA. Swedish legislation allows for the bulk transfer of data to other states if authorised by the Government.\textsuperscript{187} Reports from media, experts as well as government statements indicate that Swedish authorities have made use of this possibility through exchanges of large amounts of raw data with the US as well as the Baltic states.\textsuperscript{188}

Duncan Campbell, during his testimony to the European Parliament hearing on 5 September 2013, stated that Sweden’s FRA has become a new and important partner of 'Five Eyes', by providing major satellite and undersea-cable interception arrangements, stating that FRA "is deemed, according to the documents, to be the biggest collaborating partner of GCHQ outside the English-speaking countries". Code-named 'Sardine', he highlighted that Sweden makes an important contribution to the Five Eyes organisation.

\textsuperscript{183} Expert input by Dr. Mark Klamberg, Uppsala University. See also Klamberg (2010), op. cit.
\textsuperscript{184} Prop. (Government Bill) 2006/07:46, Personuppgiftsbehandling hos Försvarsmakten och Försvarsmotes radioanstalt (Processing of Personal Data by the Armed Forces and the National Defence Radio Establishment) (www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/07/73/05/7ac2933f.pdf).
\textsuperscript{185} SOU (Swedish Government Official Reports) 2009:66, Signalspaning för polisiära behov (Signal Intelligence for Law Enforcement Purposes) (http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/12/99/11/e20e1ef6.pdf).
\textsuperscript{186} Section 9 Förordning (2007:261) om behandling av personuppgifter i Försvarsmotes radioanstalts försvassunderrättelse- och utvecklingsverksamhet (Decree 2007:261 on processing of personal data by the FRA).
\textsuperscript{187} Section 9 Act 2008:717 on signals intelligence.
having access to cables that were hitherto inaccessible (those from the Baltic states and Russia).

In a statement following the revelations by Campbell, Defence Minister Karin Enstrom said Sweden’s intelligence exchange with other countries is “critical for our security” and that “intelligence operations occur within a framework with clear legislation, strict controls and under parliamentary oversight.”\(^{189}\) Likewise a FRA spokesperson has acknowledged that FRA shares data with other countries, but declined to specify which countries or to provide further details of the types of data shared.\(^{190}\) Similarly, there is no indication of whether Sweden has been the recipient of data from other states, including data from the NSA’s PRISM and other mass-surveillance programmes.

### 2.3. Legal framework and oversight

#### 2.3.1. Legal framework

The legal authorisation for Sweden signals intelligence-gathering operations are issued by an intelligence court (Underrättelsedomstolen - UNDOM). However, according to the legislative framework governing the issuing of warrants – namely Act 2008:717 on signals intelligence within defence intelligence operations, Act 2009:966 on the Intelligence Court, and Decree 2009:968 with instructions for the Intelligence court – warrants can be sweeping and are not limited to a specific individual.\(^{191}\)

#### 2.3.2. Oversight

The surveillance activities of the FRA are monitored by a national oversight body, the Inspection for Defence Intelligence Operations (Statens inspektion för försvarsunderrättelseverksamheter – SIUN) which is composed of representatives from the Government and Opposition parties.\(^{192}\)

However, academic experts have critiqued the weak system of checks and balances when it comes to Swedish collection of signals intelligence. With regard to the UNDOM and the SIUN, Dr. Mark Klamberg contends:

> All of these institutions are under very tight control of the Government, an entity that can issue requests for signals intelligence operations. The intelligence court has one chief judge, one or two deputy chief judges. The judges are appointed by the Government. One of the three nominees for the next chief judge is currently the chief legal advisor at the Ministry of Defence. The current head of the signals intelligence agency was previously the chief legal advisor at the Ministry of Defence when the legislation was drafted. The members of SIUN do represent different political parties but are appointed by the Government and report to the Government. Most of the members of SIUN are former parliamentarians, which weakens the parliamentary oversight in comparison to a system where the responsibility for oversight is conducted by a committee of parliament, i.e. parliamentarians in office. All in all, the
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\(^{189}\) Quoted in D. Landes (2013), “Sweden’s Spy Links ‘deeply troubling”, The Local, 6 September.


\(^{192}\) Lag (2008:717) om signalspaning i försvarsunderrättelseverksamhet (Act 2008:717 on signals intelligence within defence intelligence operations), Sections 10 and (10(a); Förordning (2009:969) med instruktion för Statens inspektion för försvarsunderrättelseverksamhet (Decree 2009:969 with instructions for the Inspection for Defence Intelligence Operations).
Swedish system of checks and balances is weak when it comes to signals intelligence.\(^{193}\)

3. France

Since 2008, France has been constantly improving its architecture for the large-scale collection of data, with the main intelligence agency in France, the DGSE (Direction générale de la sécurité extérieure) increasing its foreign intelligence capabilities in recent years. A report of 30 April 2013 by the French National Assembly highlighted the fact that:

Since 2008, progress has been made in terms of pooling of capabilities, in particular concerning electro-magnetic intelligence activities operated by the DGSE to benefit the entire intelligence community.

In this report, the French MPs also suggested strengthening the data-collection structure of the DGSE and the links between all levels of intelligence.

Experts consulted for this study claim that France now ranks fifth in the world of metadata collection after the US, the UK, Israel and China and runs the second-most important intelligence data collection and processing centre in Europe after the UK.

Claims of this nature have been made publicly by Bernard Barbier, a Technical Director at the DGSE, in 2010.

3.1. Programme(s) for large-scale surveillance

Reportedly, France’s communications surveillance and collection architecture rest primarily on a supercomputer operated by the DGSE in Paris. This super-computer intelligence centre, allegedly installed on three levels in the basement of the DGSE headquarters, is reported to be capable of collecting, processing and storing dozens of petabytes of data. Data are intercepted and collected by approximately 20 interception sites located on both national and overseas territory, comprised of both satellite stations and interception of fibre-optic submarine cables.

In February and March 2013, the French National Assembly’s Committee on National Defence and Armed Forces conducted hearings during which the heads of the main French intelligence services all confirmed the existence of a metadata intelligence centre located at the DGSE capable of intercepting and processing internet flows, social network and phone communications. For instance, on 20 February 2013, the then Head of the DGSE, Érard Corbin de Mangoux, alluded to France’s communications surveillance capabilities when he stated before the Committee:
Regarding the technical means, we have at our disposal the entire capabilities for electro-magnetic intelligence. Following the recommendations of the 2008 White Paper, we have developed an important apparatus for intercepting Internet flows.\(^{202}\)

Data storage appears to relate primarily to metadata from phone and internet use. Concerning the use of this information, evidence indicates that the metadata centre operated by DGSE forms an ‘intelligence platform’ that feeds a range of intelligence, defence and law enforcement bodies within France. The following six agencies have been cited as ‘customers’ of the DGSE metadata bank (named ‘mutualisation infrastructure’ by French officials):\(^{203}\)

- National Directorate of Customs Intelligence and Investigations (DNRED), responsible for carrying out investigations on smuggling, counterfeit money and customs fraud;
- Directorate for Defence Protection and Security (DPSD), responsible for military counter-espionage;
- Directorate of Military Intelligence (DRM), tasked with centralising all military intelligence information;
- Central Directorate of Interior Intelligence (DCRI), soon to be replaced by the General Direction of Interior Security (DGSI), responsible for counter-espionage and counter-terrorism;
- TRACFIN service (Intelligence Analysis and Action against Clandestine Financial Circuits), responsible for the fight against illegal financial operations, money laundering and terrorism financing.
- The intelligence arm of the Police Prefecture of Paris

According to reports from Le Monde newspaper, these services send a request to the DGSE and the DGSE searches the database on a hit/no-hit basis. It then forwards intelligence reports on the basis of the data analysed to the client agencies.\(^{204}\) This is allegedly carried out routinely, discreetly and without any form of parliamentary control.\(^{205}\) According to a French Senat report, this logic of ‘mutualisation’ is long-standing:

...the logic of pooling of resources between services has been continued for several years. Therefore, the DGSE is specialised in communication interception and cryptography to the benefit of the entire intelligence community. The Directorate of Military Intelligence (DRM) is in charge of the observation satellites and radar signal surveillance. Approximately 80% of the annual budget of the DGSE is invested in projects linked to the other intelligence agencies.\(^{206}\)

---

\(^{202}\) Hearing of Érard Corbin de Mangou, Director-General of the DGSE, on 20 February 2013, before the French National Assembly’s Committee on National Defence and Armed Forces. See Assemblée Nationale (2013), Commission de la défense nationale et des forces armées, Compte-rendu n° 56, available on www.assemblee-nationale.fr/14/cr-cdef/12-13/c1213056.asp. The original text states: « S’agissant des moyens techniques, nous disposons de l’ensemble des capacités de renseignement d’origine électromagnétique (ROEM). À la suite des préconisations du Livre blanc de 2008, nous avons pu développer un important dispositif d’interception des flux Internet. »

\(^{203}\) J. Follorou and F. Johannes (2013), " Révélations sur le Big Brother français", Le Monde, 4 July.

\(^{204}\) Follorou and Johannes (2013), Ibid.

\(^{205}\) Input by anonymous expert.

There are currently no confirmed reports or evidence that agreements exist between the French intelligence services and French telecommunications operators such as SFR, Bouygues, Orange etc. exist giving access to data traffic.\(^{207}\)

### 3.2. Cooperation with foreign intelligence services

The French intelligence services engage in wide cooperation with foreign intelligence services. During the above-mentioned hearing, Head of DGSE Érard Corbin de Mangoux declared before the French Parliament that the Agency was working with more than 200 foreign services, among which 50 formed part of the 'second circle' engaged in 'frequent' collaboration, while 10 were considered part of a 'first circle' engaged in intense cooperation. The states with which the DGSE engages were not named, nor the nature of the cooperation detailed beyond a reference to joint analysis of information and research.\(^{208}\) He added that, on the initiative of the US, western intelligence services have set up a database allowing each nation to immediately obtain access to all the information gathered.\(^{209}\)

These statements supplement revelations from 2005 that, according to disclosures by the Washington Post, France has been hosting a secret intelligence centre in Paris named “Alliance Base” where six countries, namely USA, UK, France, Germany, Canada and Australia routinely exchange information.\(^{210}\) It was reported that Alliance Base is headed by a French general assigned to the DGSE and hosts case officers from Britain, France, Germany, Canada, Australia and the United States. Alliance base is believed to have ended in 2009 due to tensions between the French and the US.\(^{211}\)

### 3.3. Legal framework and oversight

#### 3.3.1. Legal framework

Electronic surveillance is regulated by the Code de la Sécurité Intérieure, a legislative code established in 2012 and regrouping various laws and rules related to French internal security.\(^{212}\) The specific rules on “security intercepts” (interceptions de sécurité) can be found in Book 2, Title IV of this Code. They strictly regulate security intercepts authorised by the Prime Minister on the advice of the National Advisory Commission on security intercepts (CNCIS), an independent administrative authority reviewing surveillance requests. The Code de la Sécurité Intérieure abrogated a 1991 law on secrecy of correspondence\(^{213}\) which had, until 2012, regulated the conditions for wiretaps (which required permission of an investigative judge). The new Code was strongly criticised by the CNCIS in its activity report\(^{214}\) for including security intercepts in a broader and vaguer package of rules along with, for instance, “security in public transportation” or “security guards in buildings”. The report underlined the fact that any exception to the


\(^{208}\) Assemblée Nationale (2013), Compte-rendu no. 56, op. cit.

\(^{209}\) Ibid. The original statement was « Ainsi à l’initiative des Américains, les services occidentaux ont mis en place une base de données permettant à chacun de disposer immédiatement de l’ensemble des informations recueillies »


\(^{213}\) Loi no 91-646 du 10 juillet 1991 relative au secret des correspondances émises par la voie des communications électroniques.

right to secrecy of correspondence should be provided for in a specific law and not in a code.\textsuperscript{215}

In addition, a new Anti-Terror Act enacted on 23 January 2006\textsuperscript{216} granted increased powers to the police and intelligence services, allowing them to get telecom data directly from ISPs and extended telecom data retention possibilities.

The law strictly regulates security intercepts authorised by the Prime Minister on the advice of the National Advisory Commission on security intercepts (CNCIS). However, there is a gap in the legal framework regarding the large-scale interception and storage of data, leaving a degree of legal uncertainty which intelligence services appear to have exploited. Hence a senior member of the intelligence services interviewed by Le Monde journalists is reported to have claimed that collection of meta-data by DGSE is not illegal but ‘illegal’ – conducted ‘outside the law’.\textsuperscript{217} This was however contrasted by the CNIL, the independent body which stated that:

\begin{quote}
Le régime juridique des interceptions de sécurité interdit la mise en œuvre par les services de renseignement, d’une procédure telle que Prism. Chaque demande de réquisition de données ou d’interception est ciblée et ne peut pas être réalisée de manière massive, aussi quantitativement que temporellement. De telles pratiques ne seraient donc pas fondées légalement.\textsuperscript{218}
\end{quote}

3.3.2. Oversight

Parliamentary oversight over communications surveillance in France is deemed to be relatively weak.\textsuperscript{219} First, because all requests for classified documents from parliamentary committees to intelligence services are rejected since all data transmitted by a foreign service remain property of the service to which the data have been directed. A senator or representative has no right to hear or question a member of a defined intelligence service. The directors of intelligence agencies can only be subjected to official hearings.\textsuperscript{220}

The main body responsible for the oversight of interception surveillance in France is the CNCIS (Commission nationale pour les interceptions de sécurité).\textsuperscript{221} The CNCIS is mandated to exert an a priori control on security interceptions (wiretapping) and to assess whether the purpose of the interception meets principles of proportionality etc. However, its reach is judged to be substantially constrained by its limited personnel (only five members),\textsuperscript{222} budget and administrative capacity.\textsuperscript{223} Moreover it is doubtful that it

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ibid., p. 38: “S’agissant de dispositions portant sur la protection des libertés publiques, il résulte des travaux parlementaires ayant conduit à l’adoption, tant de la loi n° 91-646 du 10 juillet 1991 que de la loi n° 2006-64 du 23 janvier 2006 relative à la lutte contre le terrorisme, que la consecration législative du secret des correspondances électroniques privées, ainsi que les exceptions à ce principe, doivent être prévues par une loi spéciale, comme pour toute liberté publique. Or ces dispositions se retrouvent désormais fondées dans un vaste ensemble normatif couvrant des domaines multiples et variés.”
\item Loi No. 2006-64 du 23 janvier 2006 relative à la lutte contre le terrorisme et portant dispositions diverses relatives à la sécurité et aux contrôles frontaliers.
\item Input of anonymous expert.
\item CNCIS was established by the law of 10 July 1991 on secrecy of correspondence via electronic communication.
\item Composed of both Parlementarians and judges.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
has been routinely consulted (if at all) during the DGSE’s metadata collection activities.\textsuperscript{224}

It is relevant here to note that two French human rights NGOs are attempting to launch an official judicial investigation into the surveillance scandals in France. The Paris prosecutor’s office has opened a preliminary inquiry following the submission of a joint complaint by the NGOs Fédération internationale des droits de l’homme (FIDH) and Ligue des droits de l’homme (LDH) on 11 July 2013.\textsuperscript{225} Both NGOs claim that infringements of personal liberties have taken place through automated data processing. On the basis of the French Criminal Code, they challenge the fraudulent access to an automated data processing system, collection of personal data by fraudulent means, willful violation of the intimacy of the private life and the use and conservation of recordings and documents obtained through such means.

\textsuperscript{224} Input of anonymous expert.

4. Germany 226

Evidence gathered on the surveillance activities of the German intelligence services also indicate that Germany has been engaging in large-scale surveillance of communications data, and that these activities are linked to a network of exchange and transfer of data with both domestic intelligence and law enforcement agencies as well as with international partners, despite the existence of a strong constitutional and legal framework for the protection of privacy.

4.1. Programme(s) for large-scale surveillance

At the centre of the allegations concerning German large-scale surveillance activities is the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND) or Federal Intelligence Service which is responsible for conducting foreign intelligence analysis and electronic surveillance of ‘threats to German interests’ from abroad. It employs approximately 6,500 persons and had a budget of €504.8 million for the year 2012.227 However, also implicated are the Militärischen Abschirmdienst (MAD) the Military Counterintelligence Service228 and the Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (BfV) the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution which is tasked with "intelligence-gathering on threats concerning the democratic order, the existence and security of the federation or one of its states, and the peaceful coexistence of peoples; with counter-intelligence; and with protective security and counter-sabotage". The latter is under the responsibility of the Ministry of Interior and specific regional offices exist in all 16 Länder. The BfV employed 2,757 persons and had a budget of €210 million in 2012.229

According to the information available to the public, the BND operates a service capable of directly connecting to digital traffic nodes through which most of the foreign communications flow.230 This is legally authorised by the G-10 Law (see below) which allows the three intelligence agencies mentioned above (the BND, the MAD and the BfV) to search up to 20% of communications having a foreign element according to certain keywords for specific purposes such as the fight against terrorism or the protection of the Constitution.231

In terms of data flows, the biggest node in Germany – and, according to certain figures, in the world – is the DE-CIX (German Commercial Internet Exchange) in Frankfurt.232 According to the Spiegel newspaper, the BND has set up special offices at this location to divert incoming traffic, copy the data and analyse it later in the BND headquarters in

---

226 Data presented in this section has been gathered primarily on the basis of press reports and official documentation (e.g. Parliamentary questions, reference to official legal texts and case law).
227 The number of employees for the BND is mentioned on the BND’s website (www.bnd.bund.de/DE/Karriere/Allgemeine%20Informationen/Allgemeine%20Informationen_node.html), the budget of the BND can be found in the Official federal budget for 2012, Section 04 (www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/bundeshaushalt2012/pdf/epi04.pdf), p.21.
229 Ibid.
Pullach, Bavaria.\textsuperscript{233} This was confirmed by a reply to a parliamentary question by the government,\textsuperscript{234} as well as by Germany’s Justice Minister Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger and by the head of the G-10 Committee Hans De With.\textsuperscript{235} The gathered data is then analysed through the use of keywords and selectors on terrorism.\textsuperscript{236}

According to the Spiegel,

\begin{quote}
Via this hub, the largest in Europe, e-mails, phone calls, Skype conversations and text messages flow from regions that interest the BND like Russia and Eastern Europe, along with crisis areas like Somalia, countries in the Middle East, and states like Pakistan and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{237} (Emphasis added)
\end{quote}

The same article mentions that the head of the BND, Gerhard Schindler, recently requested an increase in the BND’s budget of €100 million for the next five years in order to hire new agents and improve the technological surveillance capabilities. This modernisation project has been given the name of “Technikaufwuchsprogramm” (which can be translated into “Technological Coming-of-age Programme”).\textsuperscript{238} Several sources of information hint at a possible German system collecting data through private companies, similar to the US PRISM programme. Private companies such as Internet service providers allegedly copy the data requested by the BND on its special servers. The hardware and software architecture used in that case could be the so-called ‘SINA-box’ which is a means of transferring sensitive data in unsecure environments.\textsuperscript{239}

It is also worth mentioning that the Federal Police has set up a computerised architecture called ‘INPOL-neu’ which contains millions of data extracted from police and judicial investigations and from the SIS database. Intelligence services have complete access to the INPOL database, which is also linked to the Europol Information System (EIS).

As seen in the French case, there is considerable pooling of resources/data exchange between the various German intelligence and law enforcement bodies. Since 2001 the three intelligence services have been authorised to extend their domain of investigation in terms of information collection, analysis and dissemination and may exchange information between themselves as well as with police agencies, something which was once regulated and restricted by federal laws.

In particular, the MAD has been allowed to collect information on the national borders and exchange information with the two other intelligence services, which has broken the long established German tradition of complete separation between a military intelligence service and its civilian counterparts.

Concerning police-intelligence cooperation, it is interesting to note that the BFV has implemented a common database on Islamic terrorism with the Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt, BKA), a first tool bridging the historical gap between federal police and secret service. A recent bill also extended the powers of the BKA to secretly gather data on private computers through the use of highly specialised software (so

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{237} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{238} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{239} P. Beuth (2013), "Wie der BND das Netz überwacht", op. cit.
\end{itemize}
called "Bundestrojaner" or Federal Trojan Horses) for the purposes of criminal investigations.\(^{240}\) It is also worth noting the existence of integrated police services that have been set up at federal level to boost data exchange and analysis at all levels, such as the GTAZ (Gemeinsames Terrorismusabwehrzentrum). The GTAZ, located in Berlin, is aiming at strengthening national cooperation between Länder and State, i.e. between regional and federal police forces, the military, the customs, intelligence services, financial services, and at fostering international cooperation against Islamic terrorism.

### 4.2. Cooperation with foreign intelligence services

Reports publishing the Snowden revelations concerning German surveillance programmes such as the Spiegel, also highlighted evidence regarding cooperation between the German intelligence services and their US counterparts.

Allegedly, millions of metadata collected by the BND were transferred to the NSA via data collection sites on German territory:

The Snowden documents mention two data collection sites known as signals intelligence activity designators (SIGADs), through which the controversial US intelligence agency gathered about 500 million pieces of metadata in December 2012 alone. The code names cited in the documents are “US-987LA” and “US-987LB.” The BND now believes that the first code name stands for Bad Aibling. Day after day and month after month, the BND passes on to the NSA massive amounts of connection data relating to the communications it had placed under surveillance. The so-called metadata -- telephone numbers, email addresses, IP connections -- then flow into the Americans’ giant databases.\(^{241}\)

The same article underlines the fact that copies of two pieces of software developed by the German BND have also been given to NSA agents: “Mira4” and “Veras”.\(^{242}\) These two programmes are allegedly similar in nature to the US XKeyscore system, but there is a clear lack of information on the functions and scope of such software. According to the Spiegel information, the NSA and the BND jointly presented the XKeyscore programme to the civilian Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz in 2011. Also, according to disclosures by the Washington Post, Germany participates in meetings in the framework of the secret intelligence “Alliance Base” in France, mentioned above, along with US, UK, French, Canadian and Australian representatives which routinely exchange information.\(^{243}\)

Many articles mention the long history of data exchanges between Germany and its Western allies, mostly during the Cold War in the 1960s but also after the 9/11 attacks.\(^{244}\) Bilateral data transfer agreements with the former powers that occupied West Germany – United States, UK and France – have recently been cancelled following the PRISM scandal. These agreements included a task foreseen for the German intelligence agencies to spy on post and radio communications for the purpose of protecting Western troops stationed in Germany.\(^{245}\)


\(^{242}\) Ibid.


4.3. Legal framework and oversight

4.3.1. Legal framework

Article 10 of the German Constitution on the privacy of correspondence, posts and telecommunications states that

1) The privacy of correspondence, posts and telecommunications shall be inviolable.
2) Restrictions may be ordered only pursuant to a law. If the restriction serves to protect the free democratic basic order or the existence or security of the Federation or of a Land, the law may provide that the person affected shall not be informed of the restriction and that recourse to the courts shall be replaced by a review of the case by agencies and auxiliary agencies appointed by the legislature.246

The main federal law in Germany regulating communications surveillance is the G-10 Law, which allows for certain limitations to the secrecy of communications as provided in the Article 10 of the Constitution.247 Under the G-10 Law, intelligence services may operate warrantless automated wiretaps of domestic and international communications for specific purposes such as the fight against terrorism or the protection of the Constitution. The G-10 Law was amended in 1994 and 2001 to add electronic and voice communications to the list of communications that intelligence agencies may monitor. Also, the law in its paragraph 10 allows the BND to search up to 20% of foreign communications according to certain keywords – these communications include telephone conversations, e-mails, chats etc.

Two major decisions of the German Federal Constitutional Court have limited the scope of the G-10 Law in recent years:

- In March 2004, the Court ruled that the G-10 Law infringed the German Constitution, especially its Article 1 on human dignity and Article 13 on the inviolability of private homes.248 The court held that certain communications, such as contacts with close family members, doctors, priests or lawyers, are protected by an absolute area of intimacy that no government may infringe.
- In February 2008, in a landmark decision, the Court declared certain provisions of a regional law unconstitutional.249 The regional law (of North-Rhine Westphalia) allowed the regional Office for the Protection of the Constitution to secretly gather data on private computers. The Court interpreted Articles 1 and 2 of the German Constitution as containing a fundamental right for every citizen to have the integrity and confidentiality of IT systems guaranteed by the state. The possibility of secret online searches on computers is not categorically ruled out – the Court specified that such measures can only be justified under strict conditions and when there is an imminent threat to the life, physical integrity or liberty of persons, or to the foundations of the state or the existence of mankind.

4.3.2. Oversight

Two oversight bodies exist at Parliamentary level for controlling the activities of German intelligence services:

---

246 See the translated version of the German Grundgesetz here: http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/englisch_gg.html
247 The full text of the G-10 Law is available online (in German) (http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/g10_2001/BJNR125410001.html).
The G-10 Committee is a committee of the German Parliament (Bundestag) which has the task to decide on the necessity and legitimacy of the measures taken by the three intelligence agencies mentioned above which could infringe upon the fundamental rights enshrined in Article 10 of the German Constitution. It is composed of 4 Members of the German Parliament. The G-10 Committee is triggered when an intelligence service makes an official request for a surveillance measure to the German Ministry of Interior and this request is granted. The G-10 also follows the whole procedure, including the collection of the personal data, its analysis and its use. The G-10 also checks whether fundamental rights of German citizens have been violated following individual complaints. Compared with oversight authorities in the USA and in other member states examined in this briefing paper, the German G-10 is the only oversight body that does not only authorise surveillance requests, but also checks how the collection, storage, and analysis of personal data is carried out, investigate individual complaints and holds responsibility for the implementation of the surveillance programmes.

The PKGr – Parliamentary Control Committee is the oversight body responsible for controlling the three federal intelligence services mentioned above. The German government is obliged to inform the PKGr and to provide all relevant information on the activities of the intelligence agencies to its members. The PKGr is composed of 11 Members of Parliament. According to a recent report by the PKGr on the 2011 activities of the BND, more than 2,9 million of e-mails and text messages have been the subject of surveillance measures.

In parallel to these two oversight authorities, several other official bodies may have an influence on the ways in which the intelligence services operate in Germany:

- The Committee on Budget of the Bundestag (Haushaltsausschuss),
- The Courts at national and regional levels,
- The Federal Court of Auditors (Bundesrechnungshof),
- And the Data Protection Authority (Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information).

German data protection bodies at the federal and the regional levels have, in a joint statement, called for increasing the control powers of the two German oversight bodies and strengthening the links with data protection authorities.

250 http://www.bundestag.de/bundestag/gremien/g10/index.html
252 http://www.bundestag.de/bundestag/gremien/pkgr/index.jsp
254 See http://www.bundestag.de/bundestag/ausschuesse17/a08/index.jsp
256 http://www.bfdi.bund.de/EN/Home/homepage_node.html
5. The Netherlands

There are currently no publicly disclosed programmes of mass cyber surveillance in the Netherlands. Current discussions around large-scale surveillance are limited to expert arenas and are linked to the mandate and capabilities of a new Sigint and Cyber agency, the Joint Sigint Cyber Unit (JSCU) to be established in 2014.

5.1. (Potential) programmes for large-scale surveillance

The Joint Sigint Cyber Unit (JSCU), codenamed ‘Project Symbolon’, will start to function in 2014. The unit was announced as part of the Dutch Ministry of Defence's Cyber Strategy in 2012 as a joint effort of the AIVD (General Intelligence and Security Service) and MIVD (Military Intelligence and Security Service). It will replace the current National Signals Intelligence Organisation (NSO), also created with staff from AIVD and MIVD in 2003.

The JSCU is expected to centralise all Signals and Cyber surveillance in the Netherlands and will have a staff of 350. Its headquarters should be located in the offices of the AIVD in Zoetermeer, while other departments will be located in MIVD premises in The Hague. The signals location in Burum and the analysis location in Eibergen, currently operated by the NSO, will stay active.

There is currently little knowledge about the budget that will be dedicated to the JSCU. Project Argo II (establishment of the agency) has a budget of €17 million.

Concerning the objectives of the new agency, traditionally, Dutch SIGINT activities have focused on supporting military missions abroad and increasingly on counterterrorism activities, but their official mandate also includes non-security related tasks, such as the collection of economic intelligence. The official objectives of the new agency are both defensive and offensive cyber activity. Offensive activities are being justified by recent cyber-attacks, such as the compromising of the security of government services by the hijacking of electronic signatures issued by certificate authority DigiNotar.

The official objectives of the program, as reported in the 2012 Cyber Strategy prepared by the Ministry of Defence, are the following:

---

258 The data presented here was gathered on the basis of news articles, checked and complemented by interviews with the following experts: Ot van Daalen, Bits of Freedom, 9/10/2013; Jelle van Buuren, Leiden University, Center for Terrorism and Counter-terrorism 10/10/2013; Axel Arnbak, cybersecurity and information law researcher at the Institute for Information Law, University of Amsterdam, 14/10/2013.

259 The renovation operation was codenamed “Argo II”. A description of the project can be found on the Dutch Rijks ICT-Dashboard website (http://bit.ly/18Pqw32).


265 The need for autonomous Dutch SIGINT was made particularly pressing after the debacle of the ‘Dutchbat’ (Dutch Battalion under the command of the United Nations Protection Force) in Srebrenica during the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which was largely based on misleading intelligence. Source: Interview with Axel Arnbak.


• Infiltration of computers and networks to acquire data: mapping out relevant sections of cyberspace; monitoring vital networks; gaining a profound understanding of the functioning of and technology behind offensive cyber assets.

• The gathered information will be used for: early-warning intelligence products; the composition of a cyber threat picture; enhancing the intelligence; production in general; conducting counterintelligence activities.

• Cyber intelligence capabilities cannot be regarded in isolation from intelligence capabilities such as: signals intelligence (SIGINT); human intelligence (HUMINT) and the MIVD’s existing counterintelligence capability.

At the moment, SIGINT activities in the Netherlands are limited to targeting specific individuals, both citizens and non-citizens, domestically and abroad. The MIVD is responsible for overseas SIGINT, while the AIVD is responsible for domestic targeted searches.

As mentioned previously, Dutch intelligence agencies are prohibited from conducting mass cable surveillance. Telecommunication interceptions are focused on individuals, and have to receive ministerial approval. In the meantime, both the AIVD and the MIVD working within the NSO are allowed to collect and store internet communications. This data can be searched through queries and keywords, but these also need to receive prior ministerial approval. It is worth noting however the potential for large-scale surveillance that the Netherlands holds given that the Amsterdam Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is the second largest in Europe after Frankfurt.268

The information currently gathered by the NSO and in the future by the JSCU will be available to both AIVD and the MIVD. It is not known yet which other law enforcement agencies will have access to the information produced by the JSCU.

Concerning the involvement of private actors, Dutch MP Ronald Van Raak has asked the Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations to comment on the alleged involvement of private sector companies in project Argo II: NICE Systems, an Israeli firm specialising in cyber security, and Accenture, an American consulting firm. It also asked the government about the role of the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX)269. In its response to van Raak, the Dutch Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations did not confirm the involvement of NICE Systems nor Accenture, invoking national security reasons: “The functional specifications of the platform give insight into the modus operandi of the MIVD and are therefore classified state secret”270. It has also implicitly denied that the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX) was involved in the project stating that there was “no involvement of a supplier, either directly or through subsidiaries, in the collection of Sigint”271.

Ot van Daalen, from the the Dutch Digital Rights organisation Bits of Freedom (BoF) has however recently raised concerns about the vulnerability of the AMS-IX to Dutch and US intelligence services: First, he raised concern over the fact that in a recent parliamentary hearing AMS-IX “did not consider the Dutch secret services to be part of its threat model”272. Second, he found AMS-IX project to expand to the US a worrying prospective, arguing that “one of the most significant worries brought forward by members is that the NSA by this expansion would be legally authorised to gain access to data handled on the

271 Idem
Dutch AMS-IX\textsuperscript{273}. According to AMS-IX, which has confirmed its expansion in the US, the new legal structure of the firm should however separate US-based activities and EU-based activities\textsuperscript{274}.

5.2. Cooperation with foreign intelligence services

Anonymous sources from the Dutch intelligence agencies have told the Telegraaf newspaper that the AIVD has routine access to information from the NSA "within five minutes".\textsuperscript{275} This would allegedly allow Dutch intelligence services to have access to information on Dutch individuals from the US PRISM programme without the need for an express warrant as required by Dutch law. The Dutch Parliament has launched an inquiry into the role of the AIVD in this context to assess whether they have used private data obtained through the NSA's activities.\textsuperscript{276} Dutch officials such as Home Affairs Minister Ronald Plasterk have denied that AIVD and MIVD make direct use of the PRISM programme.\textsuperscript{277} The Dutch government also released an official statement rebuffing the allegation.\textsuperscript{278}

5.3. Legal framework and oversight

5.3.1. Legal framework

The current legislative framework the Dutch Intelligence and Security Act 2002 (Wiv 2002) does not permit the services to wiretap "cable-bound communications" under any circumstances.\textsuperscript{279} The establishment of the JSCU will therefore require a modification of the law. A commission, headed by C.W.M. Dessens, has been established to investigate if and under which conditions should the law be modified.\textsuperscript{280} The conclusions of the commission, initially expected in September 2013, are likely to be made public before the end of 2013.\textsuperscript{281} On the basis of the composition of the commission, two of our respondents suggested that it is likely that the law will be amended to permit the tapping of cable-bound communications.

5.3.2. Oversight

Currently, wiretapping activities require the approval of the minister of interior, who signs off all wiretapping orders. The main institution in charge of the monitoring of the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{273} Idem
  \item \textsuperscript{277} See A. Eigenraam, "Plasterk: Nederland maakt geen gebruik van Prism", 21 June 2013, NRC Handelsblad (www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2013/06/21/plasterk-nederland-maakt-geen-gebruik-van-prism/).
  \item \textsuperscript{278} See www.rijksoverheid.nl/nieuws/2013/06/21/geen-onbelemmerde-toegang-tot-internet-en-telefoon­voor-aivd-en-mivd.html
  \item \textsuperscript{279} NRC Handelsblad, 24 September 2013 (translation in English available at http://bit.ly/1hwMyK2).
  \item \textsuperscript{281} NRC Handelsblad, 24/09/2013 (translation in English available at http://bit.ly/1hwMyK2).
\end{itemize}
AIVD and MIVD activities is the CTIVD (Review Committee on the Intelligence and Security Services). The CTIVD does not have direct access to all activities of the services, but is allowed to “sample” some of their activities for compliance. A recent report showed that when the committee looked into the compliance in the context of international SIGINT assistance, “it found that such assessments were not always made properly”.282 There is currently no information about the structure of checks and balances that will apply to the new JSCU, although it is likely that it will fall under CTIVD mandate.
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